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Howard Brown To Be
Honored At Concert

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
"When will your father's lag I
be well so he can came backlit
work?"
"Not for a long time,I think,"
said the nine year old son.
—
called
"Cause somethin'
compensation has done set in."
Timothy E. Fannin writes in
and says "In reference to your
"Seen and Heard" column, the
- Constitution authorizes
Congress to raise taxes in Article 1, Section 8 ( 1). Also, the
Eighteenth Amendment gives
Congress the power to tax in-

Thank you Mr. Fannin. We
had no doubts as to the power of
Congress to tax us folks. We do
however doubt their authority
to vote money for any and
everything, our money that is.
APRIL COMMUNITY CLEAN-UP-Bill Glisson, Steve Sills, and
Charles Glisson help SO G.W. Hayden and iad Lieut. Mike
Hobart of the 100th Reserve Unit-plant trees as part of the April
Community Clean-up drive. The boys are members of the 4-H
club at Lynn Grove.

It Is obvious that we must be
-- taxed since that is the only way
the federal government has to
get any money to run the
government, but some of the
funds Congress has voted is like
poking money down a rat hole.

Divorce Rate Lower
In Calloway County

A boy sought a job la a
drugstore.
druggist.name?" asked
druggist.
"Patrick Henry."
"That's a pretty well-known
name, isn't it?"
"It ought to be," the boy said.
"I've been delivering groceries
around this neighborhood for
two years."
Fellow says the math difference in being in the groove
111114 being in a rut,is the breadth
of one's view.

In Calloway County, how
many marriages end up in
separation or divorce? How
does the local divorce rate
compare with that in other
communities'
According to the latest
statistics, the local record is a
good one. The great majority of
men and women in the area
have stable, lasting marriages,
despite the fact that the divorce

Three men stopped at a
restaurant for a cup of tea.
•'I want a cup Of week kik"..
ordered one.'- "I'd like tea, too." said the
second, "but strong."
"Tea for me, too," ordered
the third man; "medium strong
but be sure the cup is absolutely
clean."
In a short time the waiter
returned with the order."1.Vhich
one," he asked, "gets the clean
cup?"

Power failures
'Neu -Here Monday

Senior Class, Calloway
High, Plans Slave Day
The Senior Class of Calloway
County High School will hold a
Slave Day on Saturday, April
21.
Members of the class will do
any type of odd jobs and will
start taking calls at the high
school at 7:30 a.m. Saturday.
Numbers to call are 753-5479 or
753-8141.
All proceeds will go toward
the expenses for the Senior
Prom.

Swim Day Planned By
The Murray Brownies
The Murray Brownies will
have a Swim Day at the Murray
State University Pool on
Saturday, April 21, from one to
two p.m.
This will be for Murray
Brownies only and the cost will
be ten cents per person, a
spokesman said.

The Weather
Occasional rain and a few
thundershowers today and
ending
tonight. Showers
Wednesday. Continued mild,
with the high today and
Wednesday in the upper 60s,
and the low tonight in the mid
50s. Partly cloudy and mild
Thursday.
Kentucky's extended outlook
Thursday through Saturday
Cloudy with chance of showers Thursday ending Friday.
Partly cloudy and cooler Saturday. Highs in the 70s Thursday
and Friday and in the 60a on
Saturday. Lows in the 50s
1;bursday and FrIdajurand in
the VS on Saturday.

Residents of the east side of
the county experienced two
power failures Monday evening.
John Ed Walker, manager of
the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Corp. said that the
failures were due to relay
equipment malfunctions, and
not caused by the weather.
No property damage was
reported by the occurrences.
Walker said that the trouble has
been cleared up and that
"everything is back to normal."

rate, nationally, is at an all-time
high.
And, if being married and
staying married greatly irnproves a man's chances for
success on the job, as a study by
Prof. John Troprnan of the
University of Michigan indicates, most of the local men
must have it inhde.
The latest trends in the
marriage and divorce picture
are brought out in data compiled by the Department of
Commerce, the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare
and others,
In Calloway County, it appears there are fewer divorced
people, in proportion to
population, than in most sections of the country.
The tabulations show that
some 20 out of every 1,000 local
residents over the age of 14 are
divorced. This is exclusive of
the number who had been
divorced at one time but have
since remarried.

Howard F. Brown, a 1935
graduate of Murray State, will
be honored by President HIM
M. Sparks at the atUiltal
President's Honor Concert on
Tuesday, April 24. The
ceremonies, to be held in the
Lovett Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
will feature Mr. Brown conducting the Symphonic Band
and Wind Sinfonietta in two
numbers.
Prior to the concert,
President Sparks will present a
plaque to Mr. Brown and honor
him, as a distinguished
alumnus, for his contribution to
music education as an
oustanding alumnus of Murray
State.
As the honored guest conductor, Mr. Brown will cceetect
the Wind Sinfonietta in Cesar
Frank's Symphony in D minor,
and the Symphonic Band in A
Symphonic Concert March by
Bonelli.
Prof. Paul W. Shahan will
conduct the Wind Sinfonietta
and Symphonic Band in other
selections, including Chorale
and Alleluia by Howard Hanson, Variants on a Mediaeval
Tune by Norman Dello Jobs and
Symphony for Band by Vincent
Persichetti.
Mr. Brown, is currently the

(See Divorce, Page 12)

Scheduled for preliminary
hearings today in Paducah
were William B. Hobbs, 35, of
Murray, and John W. Bostick,
61, of Fulton. The third man,
Edmond Newman, 35, Hazard,
has waived a preliminary hearing and should be slated to appear soon in federal court for
the eastern district of Kentuck,.
Paul Lally. head of the IRS
investigation in Kentucky, said
14 investigations are still under
way and that the agency checked on 97 commercial preparers
this year.

and deductions to supply the
tax preparers.
The IRS considered some returns prepared by the agents
fraudulent because the preparers had, among other
things, Increased the amounts
of the itemized deductions,
added false itemized deductions
and failed to list all income
Under the federal law, taxpayers are responsible for their
returns even though they may
have been prepared by someone else and could be subjected
to criminal charges if the returns are deemed fraudulent.

N.,

See Brown,Page 12)

Peggy Visher
Performs For
State Group

Miss Peggy Visher,a junior in
Murray High School and the
Planting seedlings by the Murray Water and Sewer System is the first step In a beautifleadee
daughter of Dr. Helene H.
program for the city of Murray which is being coordinated by the Home Department of the Murray
Visher and the late Dr. Stephen
Woman's Club and Company D, U.S. Army Reserves. Larry Doyle, a forester with TVA, drives the
S. Visher, formerly of
first stake as 11 to r) Paul Russell points oat 'to Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, Chairman of the Home
Bloomington, Indiana, was in
Department, James Griffin, District Agronomist, and John Trotter, Murray Water and Sewer
Louisville, last week, during the
System, where other seedlings will be planted. When the program is completed approximately 2,000
K.g.A. Convention, to appear
seedlings will have been planted along the entrances to the city.
on the anthill program of the
Kentucky Folklore Society, an
affiliate of the Kentucky
Education Association.
Miss Visher, before moving to
Murray, participated for
several years in the anmial
Indiana State Music Festival
and won "Superior" for her
violation of
piano and her accordion
SAIGON ( AP) — North Viet- nam peace treaty that proved sponse to "a major
numbers. And she also earned nam warned today that the re- that the United States and the cease-fire," the capture by
town
several gold cups for her newed U. S. bombing in Laos South Vietnam-were plotting to Communist forces of the
of Tha Vieng, on a highway
musical accomplishments.
and South Vietnamese ground sabotage the peace."
south of the Plain of Jars. PenAt the folklore meeting, which thrusts into Cambodia "carry
Laotian government sources
were at
13,
April
Friday,
on
held
was
the grave danger of a new and in Vientiane refused to say tagon sources said there
the Fair and Exposition Center, big explosion of war in In- whether there were more U. S. about a dozen flights by B52
heavy bombers and F111 fightMiss Visher played on her dochina."
air raids in Laos today, but the
er-bombers.
accordion several selections of
The warning was published in Laotian premier, Prince SouThe Communist Pathet Lao
A Benefit Gospel Sing for folk music.
North Vietnam's official army vanna Phourna, met in VienRodney Paschall will be held
Others on the program were journal and broadcast by Radio tiane with U. S. Ambassador G. said the air strikes began at 6
a.m. Monday "while the LaoSaturday, April 28, at 7:30 p.m. Dr. Lynwood Montell, Coor- Hanoi.
McMurtrie Godley.
tian people were celebrating
at Jeffrey Gym at Calloway , dinator of the Intercultural
At the same time, the LaoIn South Vietnam, the South
County High School.
Studies Center, Western State tian Communists claimed that Vietnamese command reported their New Year."
."The bombing has resulted in
Featured singers will be The University, who lectured on the new U. S. air attacks fighting had dropped to its lowpeople's
New Kentuckians, The BuMac "The Lore of Death and Burial caused a heavy toll of civilian est level since the cease-fire many damages to the
broada
lives,"
and
properties
Sound,
Gospel
Jean
Boys, The Happy
In Kentucky " Also,
casualties and property dam- Jan. 28, with 85 Communist viocast statement said. "While the
and Wayne and Cathy Perrin. Gibson and the Cumberland age.
24
the
in
truce
lations of the
local administrators were tryRodney is tha seventeen year Boys sang numerous folltsongs,
The Hanoi broadcast said the hours ending at 8 a.m. today.
to render assistance to the
ing
James
Mrs.
with
and
Mr.
them
of
old son
while accompanying
South Vietnamese military acNo new fighting was reported
the area, the United
C. Paschall of Murray Route their various instruments
tion in Cambodia and the Lao- along the Cambodian border people in
Two who received serious inAbout 250 people were tian bombing were "brutal and- southwest of Saigon where States again bluntly assigned
warplanes to the same area
juries in an automobile accident present.
serious violations of the Viet- South Vietnamese forces
and dropped bombs, killing and
on October 24, of last year. He
operclearing
new
a
launched
wounding a number of additionwas first taken to Western
ation last week. But more Compeople
al
Baptist Hospital, Paducah,
munist shelling attacks on
where he remained until
towns on the Vietnamese side
January 10 when he was
of the border killed three civiltransferred to the Murrayians and wounded eight, the
Calloway County Hospital.
Scigon command reported.
The young boy remained at
The first U. S. bombing in
the local hospital except for one
since Feb. 23 was anLaos
Area motorists will have an emissions. Owners of high nounced in Washington. The
special trip to Memphis, Tenn.,
a
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wil
the
vehicles
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March 27, to March 31. He was opportunity to help clean up
Pentagon said it was in reKappa Delta Social Sorority
dismissed from the local air while saving on gas bills by report of the findings to show
hold its Fourth Annual Shewill
mechanics.
check
service
own
vehicle
a
in
their
at
now
participating
is
hospital on Sunday and
Male Contest on Thursday,
carbon
high
Usually,
home but is still almost com- program operated by the
readings are
April 19, at 7:30p.m. The event,
pletely incapacitated, ac- Murray Calloway County monoxide (,(X)1
which is open to the public, will
of
air-fuel
part
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is
by
activity
caused
The
sponsoring
Jaycees.
cording to persons
be held in the MSU Auditorium.
National Check Your Vehicle ratios. High hydrocarbon (HCI
the gospel sing.
"She-Male" is a take-off on
Hugh E. Wilson of Calloway
readings generally result from
Tickets for the benefit are Emissions Month.
Miss Murray State Pageant
the
in
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the
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Murray and are also available opened to the
sponsoring a male to represent
from many of the students-at Murray Vocational School and cases, minor adjustments will passed the examination for real
them The contestants are
Calloway County High School North Point Standard Station reduce emissions and nearly estate salesman's license adjudged in talent and formal
Kentucky
correct
the
will
by
tune-up
ministered
a
p.m.
a.m.-3:00
always
where he was a junior at the from 9:00
the causes of high emissions. Real Estate Commission on competitions, with a trophy
Saturday, April 21, 1973
time of the accident.
awarded to the winner of each.
National Check Your Vehicle February 27 in Louisville.
The voluntary check lanes
Advance tickets are one
established
The three judges are faculty of
with
Month,
associated
is
Wilson
Emissions
first-comea
dollar with preschool children will be opened on
Presidential Phillip D. Mitchell, local Murray State University.
free, but the admission at the first-serve basis, according to last year by a
Tickets may be purchased
door will be $1.50 for those not Curtis Barkley, chairman of the Proclamation, is an effort by realtor. He is the son of Mrs.
civic
any sorority member for
and
Murray
from
and
of
Wilson
industry
F.
exhaust
Hugh
service
auto
project Jaycees.. Cars'
holding tickets.
81.00 at the door.
For more information contact will be analyzed for emissions groups to make the public is married to the former Dortha 50 cents or for
in Bushart who is employed at the The money received is used to
Wayne Perrin at The C istian levels and an engine check will aware of its responsibility
Clinic. They finance the sorority's service
Book Center at 7 (-0425. be performed. When vehicles keeping emissions low. In the Houston-McDevitt
to redecorate the
Students wishing to sell tickets are determined to be emitting proclamation, President Nixon have a daughter, Becky, and a projects and
room.
1111earity
Michael.
son,
perlane
at
Jones
check
12)
Page
excessivley,
Ross
Paul
contact
See Emisskes,
Calloway High or call 489-2887. sonnel will attempt to determine the cause of the high

North Vietnam Warns ThatUS.
Bombing Carries Danger Of War

Gospel Sing
Will Be For
Local Boy

IRS Charges Local Man With
Preparing Fraudulent Returns
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-TAP) —
The Internal Revenue Service
said today three Kentuckians
have been arrested on charges
of preparing false and fraudulent income tax returns and
that other commercial tax preparers are being investigated.

Director of Music Education for
the Metropolitan-Nashville
Public Schools (Nashville,
Tenn.), a position he has held
since 1949.
A native of Ohio, Mr. Brown
received his Bachelor of Music
Education Degree from Murray
State in 1935. After earning the
Master of Music Education
Degree from Northwestern
became
he
University,

Car Emission Check
Offered By Jaycees

License Received
By Hugh E. Wilson

Tappan Sales Reach Record
Level During First Quarter

•
.—
The Tappan Company, whichoperates a stove manufacturing
plant in Murray and with home
Lally said some of the 97 offices in Mansfield, Ohio, today
were checked on the basis of announced record first quarter
complaints from customers and sales and earnings.
because of questionable returns
The Company said sales
they prepared last year. Others, he continued, were chosen reached a record level of
at random from among the $66,246,000 up 33 percent from
state's increasing number of the $49,835,000 reported in the
first quarter of 1972, while net
commerCial tax preparers.
earnings jumped to $1,949,000,
The investigations were conup 29 percent from $1,509,000
ducted both through auditing reported in 1972.
Earnings per
tax
the
of
returns filed by some
61 cents, compared
were
share
preparers and by IRS agents
to 60 cents in 1972.
posing as customers. Lally said
customas
_ The Company said the modest
Abe agents, posing
ers, were given the same hy- increase of 1 cent per share was
pothetical data regarding de- achieved in the face of the
pendents, income, withholding impact in 1973. of ap-

She-Male Contest
Planned Thursday
By Kappa Delta

proximately 691,000 more
shares. The number of shares
reported in 1972's first quarter
averaged 2,502,000, while the
first quarter of 1113trellected
3,193,000 average shares outstanding.
Gummere,
C.
Walter
President, said the figures were
particularly gratifying for two
reasons, first, after a rather
slow start in January and
February, the quarter picked
up momentum and in the
of March, every
month
division of the •Company
operated profitably_ Second, be
said that bettering tlie
per share, with 28 per cent more
shares outstanding. - was
significant.

Baptist Young Women
To Meet Here Tonight
Mrs. Margaret Wilkins will be
the speaker at the quarterly
meeting of the Blood River
Associational Baptist Young
Women to be held tonight
(Tuesday) at the Baptist
Student Union, North 15th
Street, Murray.
. The purpose of the meeting
will, be to acknowledge and
promote the activities of the
BYW organization throughout
the association, a spokesman
said. The public is invited.
CITATIONS ISSUED
Two citations were issued by
the Calloway County Sheriff's
office. They weTe one for
disOrderly conduct, and one for
taking -property, but without
felonious intent

presents Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher, coOW DONATION—Aubrey Hatcher, of Hatcher Auto Sales,
of the Murray New ('Sr Dealer.
chairman of the Cancer Drive, with a check for $200 on behalf
Association.
Staff Photo 1)N ha',Id 11111
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The Price Solution
We see that Phase 3 has failed. Or anyway, that is
rapidly becoming the conventional wisdom now that
the consumer price index pole-vaulted after price.
controls were relaxed. We are already hearing in:—
creasingly loud demands for more and better price
_ - „
controls
Little matter that the biggest jump has been in food
prices, where Phase 3 is no different from Phase 2.
Food prices accounted for two-thirds of the 0.8 per
cent February increase. So, demands are rising to
put new controls on unprocessed foods.
Little matter that the reason food prices are going
up so fast is that the supply is not large enough to
meet the demand, and that holding down prices is
not exactly the way to increase supplies.
Why bother with details. If the problem is the law
of supply and demand, have Congress repeal it.—
Wall-Street Journal.

The Air Force has decided to declassify weather
information received from a supersecret satellite
over Russia. China and Indochina.
Air Force officials indicated that since other
nations had similar weather data instruments, there
was no reason the American public shouldn't know
too.
This, unwittingly, is the most eloquent testimony
yet to support contentions that most information the
government "classifies" is for no reason at all.—St
Petersburg (Fla.) Times.

According to Boyle

Victor Borge A Most
Entertaining Person

By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK(AP) — His face
is a bon mot...his mind is that
Deaths reported are Mrs. Josie Smith, age 72, of of a gentler Voltaire. when he
Murray Route One, and Paul Lee Richardson, age sits down at the piano, every212, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert *Richardson of body laughs — then the air is
stilled by his rnagic.
Melrose Park, Ill.
And on or off the stage, VicThe Civil Air Patrol has officially called off the tor Sorge is still probably the
search for H. W. (Stub) Wilson. according to in- most entertaining person in
formation received from Col. Henry Lemien of the America to be with.
The "unrnelancholy Dane"
CAP at Birmingham, Ala. Wilson has been missing
was already the Noel Coward
since April 6 when he left a Gadsden, Ala., airport
of his native Denmark in 1941
piloting his two seat Mooney single engine airplane. when, a refugee from
the
The Murray Lion Club Glaucoma Clinic will be Nafis, he arrived here virtually
held April 25 and 26 at Robertson School. according penniless and
to and Yandall Wrather. Lions Club chairman ler English.
For months he lived on 23
the clinic.
cents
a day while he haunted
Mr. and Mrs Max H. Churchill, Sr., announce the
movie houses and learned
engagement of their daughter, Sharon Lee. to language listening to films. the
Ronald Mason Rogers, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Now 64, wealthy and world
famous, tempered by time and
Rogers
mellowed by hardship, Borge is
at the summit of his career. He
gives 150 or more concerts a
year.
In his own words, here is the
philosopher at the piano, in an
Murray High School seniors named to the National informal luncheon interview:
"It has been an enormous
Honor Society this year are Shirley Conner, Norman
Crain, Tommy Doran, Sandra Glasgow, Patsy and invaluable experience to
live through things that
Rowland, Jerry King, and Kenneth Workman.
couldn't happen — but did.
"Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Sr., looked mighty
"Life is a gift. To me every
pretty at the Rotary Ladies Night meeting this past morning is a new life.
week," from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
"It should be compulsory for
everyone to confront some of
Murray."
John Shroat was elected commander of Calloway the miseries of this world — to
go through a
hospital
County Post No. 5638 of the Veterans of Foreign once a week,children's
to open our winWars.
dows and see what is really goBirths reported are a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Howard ing on. We should see the corPaschall on April 8, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo ners of our society. This may
Forrest on April 10. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. not solve our problems, but we
will be at least aware of them.
Eukley Roberts on April It.
"I believe in defensive living.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lovins of Murray announce Expect the worst because that
the engagement and approaching marriage of their is expectable, but be deeply
daughter, Norma Jean, to Ross Langford of Mon- grateful when things go right.
Villit confidence it takes to tell
tgomery, Ala.. formerly of Murray.
a friend we shall see him a
week from Monday. How dare
we?
"Yoe ought to have to earn
whatever you get. Money
should not enable you to buy it.
"Laughter is as important as
Seek ye the Lord while he may be found, call ye
anything in life, With a lighter
upon him while he is near.—Isaiah 55:6.
mind you don't weigh so much.
Return unto the Lord, and 4-le will have mercy
"I like yellow-colored things
upon you, and to our God, for He will abundantly
because they are sunny and
pardon
smiling. I seldom use green inside the house, because there is
so much of it outside in nature.
"I like home kitchen smells,
but I like the odors of any thing
that has done me good — even
hospitals.
, by Carl Riblet Jr.
"I also like any agreeable
woman...shopping in hardware
lp spite of some evidence to the contrary, wonien
stores...cheese...and the feel
will continue to chase men and men will continue to of soil or piano keys at my fingertips.
pursue women. Nobody liks to dine alone forever
"I believe in the harmoand over.
-nization ofthings — that's what
"It is not good Wanton should'
life is all about.
be alone."
'I don't like being the victim
—Genesis II-, 18
of siemething mechanical in-

Bible Thoughtfor Today

PAGE THR.

PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE

Meted on me and not of my
own choosing — such as airplane music. But once I rode
up and down in an elevator for
18' minutes listening to a
Brahms concerto.
"I dislike people who have no
sense of humor, because I do
not know what to say to them.
It is like playing tennis alone.
"Everything we do is done
for a purpose. Nothing is automatic.
"I know so much perhaps I
Should run for president."

By BILL GARDNER
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
While Republicans contend with
Watergate and Democrats
reorganize, the American party
is struggling to expand. Prospects appear bleak.
The two men who have run
for president on the conservative group's ticket have
left the party, leaving it without political stars. The party itself is split wide open by warring factions.
But the party's national
chairman, leader of one of the
factions, says he thinks things
never looked better.
"The conservative movement
today is stronger than at any
time I can remember," says
chairman Torn Anderson.
The party's candidate for
president in 1972, former Rep.
John G. Schmitz of California,
recently quit the party, saying
he was fed up with intramural
squabbles. He said he also wanted to keep open the possibility
of running for office later as a
Republican.
The party's 1968 candidate,
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace, long ago returned to the
Democratic party.
"Wallace told me he thought
his best route to the White
House is as a Democrat," says
Anderson. "He's out to get the
1976 nomination. He's playing
ball with Teddy Kennedy (Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, I)-Mass.)
to do it."
Anderson, who was the party's vice presidential candidate
on the Schmitz ticket, adds, "I
think both Wal4etand Schmitz
were concerneTprImarily with
themselves.

they didn't read the fine print
By FRANK MACOMBER
in which some of the overrides
Military-Aerospace Writer
are hidden. The Pentagon
Copley News Service
denies there are any hidden
The Pentagon and C,apitol
figures.
--Hill agree that runaway costs
The Haan armed services
of new U.S. weapons systems
group, Peniegon and GAO ofmust be corraled. In some reficials agree that soaring
spects, however, they part
weapons systems costs must
company when it comes down
be chopped back — now. The
to methods for achieving this
reason: there are 116 major
will-o'-the-wisp goal.
developed at a cost of
systems
The arena for a debate be$153 billion. More than half
tween Defense Department
this amount has yet to be apand General Accounting Ofpropriated by Congress.
fice (GAO) officials over soU.S. Comptroller General
called weapons systems cost
overruns so far has been the
Elmer B. Staats, the GAO
House Armed Services Com- -7kaink dramatises the cost
_override dilemma by pointing
mittee. But before the new fiseat that "the money which
cal year begins July 1, the
bought 100,000 fighter aircraft
Pentagon's requests for new
during World War II, when
authority and funds to build
adjusted for inflation, would
more ships, guns and planes
buy less than 1,000 F-14
will go also to the Senate
Armed Services Committee,
1"
1 vy)fighters today."
then to the appropriations
Staata points out the Navy
S-3A antisubmarine aircraft,
committees of both houses.
And looking over their
the Air Force's new F-15
fighter and B-1 strategic
shoulders will be Sen. William
bomber all will "cost many
Proxmire, D-Wis., vice chairtimes more than the systems
man of the Joint Congressiothey are to replace."
nal Economic Committee. He
He cites 13 new weapons
claims the GAO as Congress'
systems with performance
spending watchdog has dug
up more than $35 billion in
two to three times greater
than their predecessors but
cost overruns on 45 major
research-development costs
weapons systems.
five times steeper and unit
Others who have read the
production price tags four
GAO report on Pentagon cost
overrides came up with a
times higher.
Stases traces the histories
fivre of only $19 billion. But
of 45 weapons systems under
Proxmire, long a critic of dedevelopment last June 30 to
fense spending policy, insists
show that current cost estimates climbed $31.5 billion, or
39 per cent, over original Pentagon planning estimates and
$19.1 billion, or 20 per cent,
over later development estimates.
He says such overruns
"have shaken public confidence in the ability and
credibility of both governfactors
which
he
said
add
to
By C. G. McDANTEL
ment and industry managethe problems of contemporary
AP Science Writer
ments."
CHICAGO (Al') — The wo- adolescents.
In the case of the Air
"Apart from its valuable ecomen's liberation movement is
Force's giant C-5 cargo transnomic
message, the womaa's
contributing to psychological
port, the estimated cost'
disturbances in adolescents, a liberation movement is again
doubled in a five-year period,
implying to parents that magic
Psychiatry professor claims.
Rasta points out — from 628.6
Dr. Derek Miller of the Un- solutions are possible as well as
million to $56 . rnilliOn per
iversity of Michigan acknowl- simple ones," he said.
plane. The carrier-based F-14
"The role confusion that exedged the value of some asTomcat, which was to have
pects
of
the
movement ists in today's fathers comcost $8.7 million per copy, now
Thursday but said it contrib- plicates adolescent developcarries a price tag of $16.8
ment. This role confusion is
utes to "role confusion."
million, the comptroller genMiller spoke at the annual reinforced when it is elevated
eral adds.
Staats says there are two
meeting of the American Col- to the status of a philosophy."
The psychiatrist pointed out
major causes for woe Overlege of Physicians and with
rides:
newsmen about this and seller that man,/ of today's parents
1.The increased complexity
were adolescents during World
of weapons systems to meet
War II and lacked the presence
of a father during their teen- .the Pentagon demand for
age years.
"This may mean that neither
the fathers nor the mothers of
today's young pleople may know
how a father should behave
toward an adolescent boy or
THEATRE
The party is greatly dis- girl.
"As a result, children may
organized now. Anderson directs the building efforts from see no real difference in the bethe party's national headquar- havior of their parents toward
ters at Pigeon Forge, Tenn. But them," he said.
This causes particular probthe party's strength is concentrated in California, which gave lems in early adolescence when
Schrnitz 232,554 of the 1,080,541 boys and girls are struggling to
votes he received in the 1172 become independent of their
election, and a few other states. mothers, Miller said...
If both parents are "equally
Anderson has no voice in the
party in California, which is led motherly," then the adolescent
by William K. Shearer, whom has no one else in the family to
Anderson defeated at the party turn to for support, he said.
"Thus when there is an inconvention in Dallas in December for chairman of the nation- sistence on similar roles for
both parents, foundations are
al committee.
OULDNT
Shearer's group and delega- laid for disturbed adolescents
BOUGHT
DINT
tions from three other states — with severe identity confusion,"
KILLED
the
psychiatrist
said.
Indiana, Pennsylvania and
Miller also criticized day
South Carolina — have been at
odds with the national party care centers, which the wosince losing a credentials fight men's liberation movement adat convention. Shearer's forces vocates to help free women of
refuse to send any money to their duties as mothers so they
can work.
the national party.
The welfare of the infant is
Asked how many members
the party. has, Anderson said, often ignored in considering the
"I have no idea." The party convenience these centers promagazine, American Eagle, has vide for mothers, he asserted.
"only a few thousand" paid
subscribers, he said. The party
HEART ATTACKS
claims 45,000 members in CaliHeart attacks kill more men
fornia.
and women annually than the
Anderson said that what con- next three primary
causes of
vinces him the party is gaining death, cancer, stroke,
and acstrength is that "I'm getting a cidents, combined.
tremendous amount of mail
saying 'What can I do?' and 'I
want to get involved.—

greater combat performance
from generation to generation.
2. Inflation, errors in vellIP
nal cost estimates by Oldie*,
and the armed services and
constantly changing combat
requirements for weapons
systems.
• Staats concedes that an
overhaul of weapons procurement policies can't be
achieved overnight and that
in the last four years the Pentagon either has proposed or
put into practice some new
ground rules and policies
aimed at cutting cost overruns. He sees the changes either proposed or already in
effect as:
1. Making the right decision
early about what weapon to
develop anclfor what mission,
to avoid costly changes or outright cancellations later.
2. Preventing the development and production pitfalls
that have caused slippages
and cost overruns in the past.
3. Strengthening management of the weapons procurement process — at both industry and Pentagon levels.
His agency would go further, Snots says, by adopting
a fly-before-you-buy policy for
all weapons systems instead
of allowing production to start
before development has been
completed. The services already have adopted this
policy for some weapons procurement.)
Former Deputy Defense
Secretary David Packard in
1969 launched a series of procedural changes to tighten,up
weapons procurement, including more reliance on actual performance of systems
and less on "paper" studies;
separation of development
from production and improved cost estimating by
sometimes overzealous industry and Pentagon spokesmen
eager to see the new weapons
in place.

The number of unemployed
in West Germany fell in Feb-ruary by 9,300( 2.6 per cent) to
347,000 or 1.6 per cent of the
working population.
There were 21,900 fewer unemployed than in February.
1972. The total of unfilled vacancies was 570,000 in February. It was 13.6 per cent higher than a year ago.

Starts TOMORROW!

itif30001r1P-ali

The British government is
pressing local authorities to
provide more sites for Gypsy
encampments
The Environment Department has informed 11 county
borough councils, who have
sought exemption from. the
provisions of the 1968 Caravan
6 Sites Act, that it is not satisfied that no suitable land LS
available in their areas.
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Scientists say rings
of Saturn are solid

The famous rings of the
planet Saturn appear to consist of large' chunks of solid
material-rather than ice, dust
and gas, say two scientists at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
in Pasadena, Calif. • ,
The scientists bOunced ra-.
dar signals off the rings and
reported, "Our echoes indir
cate rough surfaces, with
aolid material one meter in diameter or larger "
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By Abigaii Van Buren

- -—
rsy,front row apt,wasthe guest quaker at the birthday dimmer
DIRS.C.C.(Betty) Lowry
and Professisaal-Wernea's Club and the Emblem B&PW Club at
party held by the Mayfield
Mrs. Lowry Is Josephine Poyner, Mayfield Club president.
with
Brant
la
Inn,
Mayfield.
the Holiday
Fulton, Dahict I director, Ruby Wheatley, past state
Caldwell,
Rack row,kit to right, are Aims Lou
treasurer.
president, Marilyn Gossett, Emblem Club president, and Inell Mays,state
Messenger Photo/

Tuesday, Aprll 11
The Coldwater Homemakers
The Music Department of the Club will meet with Mrs. Jerry
Murray Woman's Club will Barzell at 12:30 p.m.
potent a program of music
appropriate for use at church
Executive Board of Kirksey
aaddlags at the First United PTA is scheduled to meet with
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. Elvin Crouse at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.

The Baptist Young Women of
the Blood River Baptist
Association will meet at the
Baptist Student Union at 7:30
p.m.
Murray-Kenlake Flotilla will
start its safe boating course at
the Murray Vocational School
at 7:30 p.m.
The Betty Sledd Missions
Group of the Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Don Rogers, 1205 Dogwood
Drive East at seven p.m.

Wayne Muller, trumpet,
Syracuse, N. Y., will present his
senior recital in the Farrell
Recital Hall, MSU, at seven
p.m.
Senior Art Exhibitions of
Ralph
Herman, Daviess
County, Pamyla Reddick,
Murray, Ken Vercierese, West
Caldwell, N. J., Fred Reaves,
Evansville, Ind., and Joyce
Bundrent, Louisville, will open
at the Fine Arts Center, MSU,
today and riiln through May 3.
The Baptist Young Women of
The Flint Church will meet at
sevea pm.

Thursday, April 19
The Hazel PTC will meet at
Bonita Lawhorn, piano, seven p.m. at the school with
Lewisport, will present her the executive board to Mast at
senior recital at eight p.m. In
_
•SD p.m.
the Farrell Recital Hall, Mar
Women of Murray Moose
painting
and
Drawing
Lodge will meet at eight p.m. at
workshop will be held from 6:30 the Lodge Hall.
.,to 9:30 p.m. at the Murray Art
Guild. Due to space limitations
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Interested participants are Order of the Eastern Star is
Cynthia
with
asked to register
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Peterson 753-3505 or Barbara at the Lodge Hall.
Harrell 492-8624.
The Home Department of the
MSU Concert Band will Murray Woman's Club will
present its' outdoor per- meet at two p.m. at the club
formance on the west side of the house. Hostesses will be
Library at 6:30 p.m.
Mesdames Max Hurt, J.A.
Outland, Carl Harrison, and
Felix R. Moss.
Wednesday, April 18
The ladles day luncheon will
The Murray Secretaries
be served at the Murray
Country Club at noon. For Association will have its
at the
reservations call Mrs. John Executive Night Banquet
at
building
Union
Student
MSU
Mesdames
or
753-9592
Farrell
Charles D. Clark, J.M. Con- 6:30 p.m.
verse, Maurice F. Crass, Glenn
The Hazel Wornan"s Club is
Doran, T.C. Doran, William T.
p.m.
Doss, Charles A. Doxsee, M.C. scheduled to meet at seven
Enix, Gaylord
Ellis, Z.C.
Forrest, or A.L. Willis.
Senior Citizens of Murray and
Hostesses for bridge at nine Calloway County will have a
a.m. are Mrs. Ed Carroll and potluck luncheon at noon at the
Ellis Community Center.
Mrs. Thomas Miller.
The J.N. Williams Chapter
No. 805 of the UDC will have a
coffee at ten a.m. at the home
of Mrs. Leonard Vaughn with
Ron Beshear as the speaker.
The Sunshine Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Linda"Easley at 10:30 a.m.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Wayne Hardie at one p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of Coles Camp Ground Church
will meet with Mrs. Charlie
Lassiter at seven p.m.
Ladies day kick off breakfast
for Oaks Country Club will be at
nine a.m. with officers as
hostesses. Polly Seale will be
golf hostess.

16; 6:9.

Senior Citizens will meet at
Doiflass Center from 1:30 to
three p.m. to finish up Easter
decorations.
Michael Denny, trumpet.
Franklin, N. Y., will preterit his
senior recital in the Farrell
Recital Hall, MSU, at seven
• P.m.

DEAR ABBY: I cried when I read about the man who
shot and killed a hungry sgaIzrel while it was eating from a
bird-teeder. It reminded me at a squirrel that used to come
into our yard nearly every day. We named him Freddy. At
first he was timid, but after he knew he could trust me he
would come running to me when I called him, and he would
actually eat out of my hand. How he loved cubes of bread
covered with peanut butter!
One day an old crab of a neighbor caught Freddy
burying a nut in his yard, so he hit him with a two-by-four
and stunned him. Then he proceeded to beat that poor little
The home of Mrs. Ray
creature to death with the two-by-four. I was told all this
Buckingham on Magnolia Drive
a neighbor who saw the 'whole thins., My heart ached for
by
was the scene of the social held
.a week.
by the Bethany Sunday School
to make friends with any more squirrels
going
not
am
I
Class of the First Baptist
that come into my yard because I think Freddy lost his
Church on Monday, April 9, at
cif man when I became his friend, and that trust cost
fear
seven o'clock in the evening.
him his life.
retired....
R.
A.
Rev.
Milker,
I enjoy your column. Some of those letters are hard to
Baptist minister, was the
believe—but then who would believe a man would beat a
speaker and spoke on the
MISSING FREDDY
squirrel to death?
subject, "How Isaac Got His
Wife." His scripture was from
DEAR ABBY. For your information, squirrels belong to
the 24th chapter of Genesis and
the RODENT family and they do far more damage than rats!
he closed with prayer. He was
Squirrels not only dig around gardens, destroying plants
introduced by Miss Jane
and roots, they chase away lovely song birds and steal
Rainey.
their food. Worse yet, they chew and deitroy phone cable,
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, president,
costing phone companies millions of dollars annually FurMrs.
and
Terry
presided
thermore, squirrels keep filthy nests. Phew!
Lawrence led the opening
I can't think of one single constructive thing those imps
prayer. Get well and sympathy
do. We should have a national program to eradicate squircards were signed to send to
rels. You can't teach a squirrel anything. Period.
Mrs. Lottie Jones, Mrs. Inez
DECATUR, GEORGIA
Claxton, Miss Ruth Houston,
Mrs. Clara Skinner, and Mrs. E.
DEAR ABBY: I am not for killing anything except in
P. Heater.
self-defense, but squirrels can be a real nuisance.
Refreshments of cake and
I once had a fairly tame squirrel cone into my yard
coffee were served by Mrs.
regularly to get sunflower seed, from my bird-feeder. That .
Buckingham iiind Miss Rainey
naughty squirrel damaged ray expensive new feeder with
to the eighteen members and
his sharp teeth and claws. At first 1 was very angry. Then .
one guest, Rev. Slinker.
I realized that the poor little thing must have been so
hungry he just had to get at those sunflower seeds some
way.
n shoot him, txe I did put Vaseline on the pole so
I did't
—LOVES ANLMALS.._
climb the feeder, _
couldn't
be
SA
FeTHI
riElr
_
went squirrelly
probably
DEAR LOVES The poor fling
COOPER BOY
with frustration trying to climb that feeder pole.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Michael

Rev. Stinker Is
Speaker At Meet
Of- Bethany Class

All Campus Sing will be held
on the back library steps at
Murray State at 4:30 p.m.,
sponsored by Sigma Alpha Iota
fraternity for women.

Friends of the Library will
meet at the Calloway County
Public Library at seven p.m.

DEAR ABBY' That Waterloo, la, man who shot and
killed a poor little squirrel while the squirrel was eating from
a bird-feeder should have bow reported to the police.
In the first place, it's Oblast the law to fire a gun
within the city limits of Waterloo. And in the second place,
it's against the law to hunt squirrels out of season—which
is only a few weeks in the Sall. And in the third place, I'll
bet that man didn't have -e -hunting license in the first
place
I'm from Waterloo, so I should know.
NAME WITHHELD ON REQUEST

Cooper of Murray Route Six are
the parents of a baby boy,
Michael Patrick, born on
Friday, March 30, at the Benton
Municipal Hospital, Benton.
SAhlMONS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Paul
Sammons of 1103 Olive Street,
Murray, announce the birth of a
baby girl, Mary Paul, born on
Wednesday, April 11, at 12:24
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The Sammons' own and
operate Sammons' Bakery in
the North,side Shopping Center.
Grandparents are Mrs. J. T.
Sammons of Murray and Mrs.
W. L. Kennedy of Mayfield.

Miss Mares Gail Furches,
bride-elect of Lanny Joe Turner, was complimented with a
lovely bridal tea shower held on
Saturday, March 31,from two to .
four o'clock in the afternoon at
the Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan Association.
The gracious hostesses for the special occasion were Miss'
Jean Cooper, Miss Joan Cooper,
Cooper,
Mesdames Leon
Tommy (;aines, Holmes Ellis,
Sr., Mahlon Treas, Kenneth
Andrews, Hilton Williams, and •
Duff Erwin.
The honoree chose to wear
from her trousseau a light blue
and beige long sleeve knit dress
and was presented a corsage of
yellow daisies and baby's-.' breath by the hostesses.
Her mother, Mrs. Thurston
Furches,and her mother-in-law'
to be, Mrs. Clyde Turner, wore ' '
corsages of white carnations :
In the receiving line with the
honoree and the mothers were •,•
her grandmothers, Mrs. Stella
Furches, Mrs. Pearl Kelso, and
Mrs. Myrtle Morton, and her
matron of honor to be, Mrs.
Donald Lovett.
Miss Patricia Ann Fitts
'The beautifully appointed.
was overlaid with a lovely ,
table
announce
of
Murray
G.Fitts
Mrs. Moela Steele Fitts and Cecil
made cloth and centered
hand
the engagement and approaching marriage of their only
with an arrangements of yellow
daughter, Patricia Ann, to Lester Rickey Stinnet, son of Mr. and
mums, daffodils, and baby's
Mrs. Lester Stinnett of Hardinsburg.
flanked by yellow
breath
now
is
Miss Fitts is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School and
candles in silver candelabra.
attending Murray State University where she is majoring in
Silver and crystal appointments
sociology and minoring in business education.
were used. Yellow punch,
Valley
School,
Mr. Stinnett is a 1971 graduate of Valley High
decorated cakes,nuts and mints
Station. He is now attending Murray State University where he
were served.
is majoring in construction technology.
Miss Jean Cooper and Mrs...
A.
Steele,
W.
Mrs.
and
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr.
June Andrews kept the guest,.
Mrs. Rhonda Fitts, all of Murray,and the late Nobel Fitts.
Grandparents of the groom-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Elmer register at the table covered
Hinton of Webster. and Mr. and Mrs. WW Stinnett, Sr., of Har- with an ivory satin cloth and
centered with a silver bud vase
dinsburg.
The wedding will be solemnized on Thursday, May 3, at of flowers matching those on the'
seventhirty o'clock in the evening at the Murray Woman's tea table.
Approximately one hundred
Clubhouse. No formal invitations are being sent. All friends and
persons attended or sent gifts.
relatives are invited to attend.

Methodist Women
Has Program Meet

Miss Emerson And
Donnie Ray Morris
Plan April Wedding

THE EASTER BUNNY
CROWD
WANTS NEW JUMPING-JACKS

chest
Problems! Veali feel better If you get 11 off your
L. A..
111700.
No.
For a persaaal reply. write to ABBY: Box
eaveiope,
sed
self-addres
Calif. 1110119. Enclose stamp(
please.
off'.
Easter just wouldn't be Easter without a pair of shiny.new shoes to show
the
for
ties
oxford
dashing
and
slip-ons
sleek
...
girls
Pretty little straps for the
they
of
course,
And,
shoe-happy.
them
make
takerto
it
what
just
They're
boys.
make you happy, too. $00.00 to
have that famous Jumping-Jacks fit

Hate I. write letters? flood at to Abby, Box arie, Los
Angeles. Cal. NNW for Abby's hookkt. "How to Write
Letters for AA Occasions."

to

Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Do's And Don't For Efficient
Use Of Your Dryer: Your dryer
will do its work best—and cost
you the least amount of money
in operating costs and repair
bills—if you follow the advice
given below:
1. Never overload or crowd
your dryer. 2. Avoid overdrying. This makes clothes
more wrinkled and tends to
shrink them. It also increases,
unnecessarily, the cost of
operating your dryer. 3_ Occasionally vacuum clean between the drum and the cabinet
to remove lint. 4. Clean the lint
trap after each load—or before
you add another loactof clothes.
If the lint trap is not cleaned, it
will also add to the cost of dryer
operation, since it will take
longer to dry clothes with a
clogged lint trap. 5. After the
dryer has been used for drying
starched laundry, wash the
drum thoroughly with soap and
water to prevent starch from
accumulating on the dryer
drum. 6. The dryer is designed
only for removing water from

$00.00t

Jumping-Jacks.

soft, clinging fashions arc mom'
attractive when worn with a
light weight foundation garment—Catherine C. Thompson,
Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone: 236-2351.

Help Child Outgrow Selfish
Desires: If your child takes a
candy bar at the local grocery
BARNETT BOY
store without paying for it, this
loesn't mean he's headed for a
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
life of crime. His stealing again
Barnett are the parents of a
may depend on your reaction as
baby boy, Michael Warren,
a parent to the incident. If you
born on Monday, April 9, at the
watch him closely, expecting
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
him to pick up something again,
chances are he will. Make it
Pam Cunningham, piano,
clear to your child with the first
Sturgis, will be presented in her
incident, that you see it as a
senior recital at seven p.m. in
mistake. Turn it into a learning
the Farrell Recital Hall, MSU.
experience and it probably
won't happen again. He needs to
make restitution for his mistake
Concert,
The MSU Orchestra
so he'll learn an important
conducted by Neale Mason, will
lesson in responsibility for his
be at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital
Women
Methodist
The
United
act.
Fine
Doyle
Price
Hall Annex,
of the Lynn Grove Church met
Your child, like other young
Arts Center, MSU.
Saturday, April 7, at two o'clock
children, has extremely strong
in the afternoorffor a pre Easter
feelings and impulses that
program with Mrs. Margaret
override his limited acceptance
Derrington presiding.
of rules and regulations. He's
too young to understand moral
in
Mrs. Mary Chambers was
codes. The only thing he sees of
charge of the program taken
immediate importance is his
from the program book, "live clothing.
desire for a candy bar. So—he
members
A New Life," All the
helps himself in accordance
Clothes
Never Use It For
had a part in the
Miss Cynthia Jane Emerson present
with his inner urge.
Cleaning
the
ng
Dry
With
representi
Cleaned
program
has completed plans for her
It will take a long time for
are
dryers
Most
7.
Fluid.
marriage to Donnie Ray twelve disciples.
child to really understand
your
the
The Easter story from Luke designed to be vented to
Morris.
house—Mrs. the difference between right
Inez
Mrs.
of
the
by
read
was
outside
22
The double ring ceremony
he'll make
Cooper. The minutes were read Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple and wrong. And
will be solemnized on Saturday,
during his
error
one
than
moee
Mrs. Sara Hill and the Street, Murray, Ky. 42071
April 28, at seven o'clock in the by
tear:Piing days. Remember. if it
by
given
was
report
treasurer's
753-1452.
Phone
evening at the Immanuel
should happen, treat the first
Mrs. Reba Lee.
Baptist Church, Paducah, with
incident as just one of
stealing
,
Announcements and reports
Foundation garments
Dr. Billy Hurt officiating.
the mistakes—not as a criminal
past
the
the
for
Plans
for
given.
were
by
some
forgotten
Following the ceremony a
will feel
rummage sale to be held April few years, are corning back act.- Then your child
reception will be held to the
out ow
and
ow,
gr
learn,
free_to
the
28 at the Legion Hall were naturally.-Women- -like
church parlor.
his selfish need.s—like that for
today's
and
give,
discussed.
they
support
All friends and relatives of
The meeting was closed with garments do just that while still the candy bar. =-Maxinf
both families are invited to the
Ky. 42031.
by Mrs. Chambers.
prayer
being soft and light weight.
. The _ Griffin, Clinton,
wedding and the reception.

Lynn Grove United

,
Marea Gail Furches -.Complimented With
Bridal Shower

Most feet are born perfect They should stay that way

White & Blue
Patent

White, Black
Patent

Blue & Bone
Brown &
Bone
Blue & White
Red & White

os•

tuff

SHOE STOP1
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Pacers Win

Issel Pumps Home 32 Points
As Colonels Pound Carolina
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
In the American Basketball
Association, it's disregard-theregular-season time.
The Carolina Cougars and
Utah Stars, who finished the 82game season in first place in
the Eastern and Western division races, respectively, are
finding they can't rest on those
laurels Those statistics don't
count- at least not to the Kentucky Colonels and Indiana
Pacers.
For in tile playoffs, basketball's second season, it's what
have you done lately. And lately the Colonels and Pacers
have been doing ft to the Cougars and Stars.
Monday night, Kentucky defeated Carolina 108-94 and Indiana topped Utah 118-110. Both
winners gained 2-1 advantages
in their best-of-seven semifinals.
No games were scheduled
Monday in the National Basket-

Racer Tennis
Team Perfect
In OVC Play

ball Association Tonight the
Los Angeles Lakers, who were
extended to seven tough games
before eliminating Chicago,
host the Golden State Warriors,
4-2 winners over Milwaukee, in
the opener of the Western Conference finals. The Eastern finals. with Boston leading the
Knicks 1-0, resume in New
York on Wednesday night.
The Colonels had erased the
Cougar's home-court advantage
by gaining a split of the two
games in Carolina. "We played
the whole season for the homecourt advantage and we've won
that from them already," said
Kentucky's Walt Simon before
the Colonels Vie& ilint-to-Pect
their newly-won edge.
They did just that by getting
32 points from Dan Issel. Artis
Gilmore added 19 along with
15
his game-high
rebounds 'Our offense was
geared to the two big men ( Isset and Gilmore and we got
more production from them
tonight." said Kentucky Coach
.Toe Mullaney
The Cougars, down by 12 at
the half, could never get much
closer after the intermission
Tom Owens led Carolina's attack with 17 points
The Pacers had left the court
at halftime trailing 50-47 and
were down 67-59 with 559 left
in the'third quarter Indiana

Murray State's tennis team
beat Morehead 9-0 and Eastern
Kentucky 6-3 over last weekend
to remain undefeated in the
Ohio Valley Conference and in
strong contention for the OVC
championship.
The two conference wins plow
a 9-0 non-conference victcry
over Bellarmine last Thursday
brings the Racer record to 12-3.
The team is 3-0 in the OVC, its
other conference win being over
contender Austin Pray.
This week, the Racers will
play Cumberland University,
there, Thursday, and East
Tennessee and Tennessee Tech
at Bowl* Green, Friday and
Saturday. Eastern Kentucky
and Western Kentucky will be in
Murray for matches Sunday
Orid Monday.
Pekka F'etterson, at No. 1
singles, was undefeated for the
_week and ran his season record
. to 13-2. Mikko Horsmo, missed
--- 'the Bellarmine math but won
against Eastern and Morehead
for a 13-1 record. The two are
undefeated at No. 1 doubles.
Season Ftesults

Wife Of Pacers' Coach Stilt
Wearing The Same Brown Suit

then reeled off nine straight
points and never trailed again.
Indianapolis, George
At
McGinnis scored 31 points and
Donnie Freeman added 29 as
the Pacers gained their second
straight victory over Utah and
their 18th in a row at home
(;
Carolina 194 )
6 0-1 12
Caldwell
4 6-8 14
Cniglun
6 5-9 17
Owens
5 6-6 16
Calvin
3 0-0 6
Jones
4 4-4 12
Maning
4 1-2 9
Lanes
2 0-0 4
McClan
1 2-3 4
Wuycik
35 24-33 94
Totals
G F T
Kentucky (108)
2 0-0 4
Simon
7 5-6 19
Glmore
6 4-4 17
Mount
1 0-0 2
Gale
1 1-1 3
I adner
7 1-2 15
Thomas
4 0-0 9
Dampir
2 1-2 5
O'Brien
0 0-0 0
Russell
44 18-22 108
Totals
20 25 24 25- 94
Carolina
29 28 20 31-108
Kentucky
Fouled out-None
Total fouls-Carolina 25, Kentucky 27
Technical fouls-None
Three-point goals-Kentucky
Mount. Dampier
A-10,4M.

But Monday, the Pacers had
of-7 series
Leonard said, "Utah is so enough to hold off the Stars and
always are tough even their season series at sevINDIANAPOLIS (AP I-Nan- tough.. they
our guys know en games apiece. Second-year
But
us.
against
wondering
cy Leonard must be
to do to beat pro George McGinnis led both
have
they
what
if her brown suit is going to
this club and they have to go teams with 31 points and 17
Amerithe
until
together
hold
out and just do it. I can't play rebounds. He also made only
can Basketball Association
game for them.. I'm only three floor errors, well under
Western Division playoffs are the
the average that has made him
the coach."
still
to
delighted
she's
But
over.
Indiana out- the league's record-holder in
night,
Monday
be wearing it.
scored Utah 71-58 in the second that department.
Earlier this season, Mrs. half and beat the Stars in a
Indiana's Donnie Freeman
Leonard - wife of Indiana Pac- game much closer than the fi- continued to hold a hot playoff
ers' Coach Bobby Leonard - nal score would indicate.
hand with 29 points and Roger
diseovered she had worn the
Utah Coach LaDell Anclarsen .Brown addeak.22 for the Pacers.
suit to a pair of Pacer home :ailed it "a six-point bal- Brown, a noted playoff pervictories. She decided to contin- igame,"__, referrieg to _ a few former„ hit five baskets out of
ue wearing the suit until the In-- giveaway_ free throws at the five attempts in the second
diana team lost at home.
half. He hit three of three from
end.
range in the game
three-point
thing
One
"
said,
Leonard
the
and
games
18
been
It's
suit is still being worn proudly. about Utah - you get a lead on and wound up the night ‘+ith
another the Stars with about five or six eight of 12 from the floor.
Indiana added
Beaty led Utah with
Monday minutes to go - six or eight
string
the
to
triumph
night with a 118-168 decision points - that's nothing. Willie points, hitting of 11 of 14 from
cenover the Utah Stars. That Wise or Jimmy Jones or ( Zel- the field. But the veteran
the
of
portions
long
at
out
come
really
sat
can
Beaty
ter
mo)
Utah
of
ahead
Indiana
pushed
AUSTRALIA'S MARGARET COURT smiles while giving her two games to one in their best- you "
second half as Andersen sent
18-month-old son, Danny, a ride on her shoulders after defeating
with a smaller and quicker
Billie Jean King, 6-2, 6-4, for the championship of the 825,000
lineup in hopes of cutting into
professional indoor tournament at Quincy, Mass. The youngster is
Indiana's onetime 11-point lead
making the tennis tour with his mother.
Leonard praised Beaty, say1AP Wirephotor
really admire Zelmo
ing
He's been around this gaine for
a lot of years, and he comes off
that bench and really goes
after it. It's realty good to see
TORONTO (API ft-- Jim up and the wiener pockets an old pro like that
The fourth game is scheduled
Ryun,-world 1 evord holder for $6,000. There is a similar conwith
the mile, says he doesn't feel test for half-milers and 440- here Wednesday night,
game five at Salt Lake City
different about running for $500 yard runners
the 49 players competing in the checks insteacrof gold medals.
By KAROL STONGER
The next meetis the Toronto Thursday night
Associated Press Sports Writer richest of women's golf tourna"I just go out to win:- to rim event and a Ryun-Kip Keino
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (API ments, the $154,000 Colgate-Di- against the others and do the match has promoters% hoping
THE
- De De Owens played in the nah Shore Winners Circle at best I can," he told an informal for a 10,000-plus crowd
U.S. Open last year, a week Mission Hills Golf and Country news conference Monday.
Following a meet in Balti----after she had a cancerous node Club last week.
He did concede that he can more Saturday, the pros have a
But how many more events
removed from her neck.
the use $500 he gets every time rest until May 1 and the ITA
She
say.
won't
But it wasn't until the day 'she'll tackle she
he wins a race on the Inter- founder, Mike O'Hara' says the
after the U.S. Golf Association does know, however, that she's national Track Association "resarch and development porIS THE LARGEST
the
with
work
to
planning
that
Championship was finished
ITA1 professional circuit, but tion" of the track tour now is
SELLING CIGAR
she found out about the physi- American Cancer Society as an money seemed secondary.
IN THE WORLD
complete.
envoy of courage and optimcal battle that faced her.
Here to promote a May 11
"The first eight meets averAnd while she was in the hos- ism
meet at Maple Leaf Gardens, aged just over 8,000 spectasaid
hope,"
always
''There's
pital, for removal of her spleen
he also said he figured that it tors...besting the first year atas a precautionary measure for De De in a moment of serious was possible to pick up about tendance of the National Basvictims of Hodgkin's Disease- conversation, "and I want vic- $9,000 for four months running. ketball Association, American
cancer qf the lymph glands- tims to be able to talk about it, . This would cone from win- Basketball Association, World
she decided there was more to openly instead of whispering ning six races at $500 a time Championship
and
Tennis
about the disease in corners the
life than golf.
and winning what is called the World Hockey Association,"
"I metered a lot while I was way they used to talk about Grand Prix for an additional
O'Hara said. "The tour thus far
in the hospital," said the usual- epilepsy and mental illness.
$6,000.
has proved beyond a shadow of
work
to
want
especially
"I
ly happy-go-lucky 27-year-old
The milers on the circuit doubt the viability of the [TA
Atlantan who has yet to win on with kids who have cancer be- earn points depending on where
concept of professional track
the Ladies Professional Golf cause I relate well to kids and I they finish in a race. At the end
and field."
them
see
to
like
I
people.
love
Association circuit. "I realized
of the season these are tallied
that this-11311e--k-att ego trip„--laugh" I've Wifified- these girls who
are consistent winners and I
like what I am and who lam. I
don't want to win if I have to
cis. That's a gnat menBy MIKE HARRIS
Associated Press Sports Writer

Jim Ryun Runs For
Health Problems Will Money and For Glory
Not Stop De De Owens

Venturi Says His 'New
Hand' Is Feeling Normal

By RON ROACH
Venturi, head professional at
Associated Press Sports Writer Mission Hills Golf and Country
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (API Club near this desert resort, en- Ken Venturi says his "new tered the Bing Crosby Pro-Am
hand" LS strong enough for him this year, but withdrew when
to renew the golf career that his mother died.
once was so brilliant be was
His hands appear strong, as
called the next Ben Hogan.
though nothing ever was wrong.
"In August 1770, they gave "I hit the ball about as long as
me a new hand," Venturi said. I ever have," he said, "but I've
"It's taken up until now to feel been out of it so long that it's
normal. It takes time for the hail to get back in."
nerves to adjust."
Venturi doesn't need to play
Venturi regained use of his on the tour for the money. He
opdelicate
a
after
hand
right
has a television contract for
eration to remove scar tissue in CBS Golf Classic. A golf club
his wrist. He said he plans to Manufacturing business and his
MS! 5, Arkansas 4
rejoin the PGA tour for the By- position at Mission Hills.
MSU 8, Arkansas State 0
ron Nelson Classic later this
So why tackle the rigors of
month in Texas. •
the pro tour'
Ma.' 7, Memphis State 2
Venturi, who will be 42 next
"It's been frustrating," he
MSU 8, Ohio State 1
month, won the 1964 U. S. said. "I love competition. I love
MSU 3, Middle Tennesse 6
Open. He nearly won the Mas- to be head-to-head against
MSU 3, Western Kentucky 6
ters three times and in his first someone coming down to the
MSU 0, Cincinnati 8
eight years won 15 tourna- wire. I love it."
MSU 9, Wisconsin-Stevens Point ments.
0
Then his career appeared
MSU 9, Arkansas State 0
ended. He couldn't swing a club
MSU 9, Bellarmine 0
properly. "It was trauma from
MSU 9, UT-Martin 0
beating so many golf balls," he By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
MSU 7, Austin Peay 2
said. "It caused thickening of
East
MSU 9, Bellarmine 0
the bands in my wrists, putting
W. L. Pct. G.B.
MSU 6, Eastern Ky. 3
pressure on nerves."
6 2 .750 ,IVISU 9, Morehead 0
An operation to relieve the Baltimore
4 2 .667 1
pressure by rechanneling Boston
4 4 .500 2
nerves fixed both hands but the Detroit
5 .375 3
3
Cleveland
temonly
right hand improved
New York
3 5 .375 3
porarily.
2 4 .333 3
"I had atrophy of the right Milwaukee
_
West
hand-it shrunk. It was good
The season baseball opener
7 2 778 for a while, but it fluctuated in Kansas City
for the Murray High Tigers has
4 3 .171 2
Minnesota
strength. It was just no good."
been postponed.
3 3 .500 2kt
Three surgeons operated kir California
Murray High was to have met
2 3 400 3
31/ hours to remove scar tissue Texas
South Marshall today but wet
2 4 .333 342
from his right wrist in 1970. In Chicago
grounds have forced the can2 5 .286 4
1971, "I came back and played Oakland
cellation of the game.
Monday's Games
in just a few tournaments, but
Tomorrow, weather per- it just wasn't right so I left the
Detroit 9, Boston 7
mitting the Tigers will entertain tour again. I was like a oneOther clubs not scheduled
Calloway County, at 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
handed golfer."
-Detroit (Coleman 2-0) at Boston (McGlothen 0-0)
California (Wright 0-21 at
Minnesota ( Kaat 2-0)
Texas ( Bosnian 1-1) at ChiMany Thanks To Our Good Friends
cago (Fisher 0-1)
Milwaukee ( Parsons 1-0) at
And Clients For Your Support of Our Office in Murray
Cleveland ( Tidrow 0-2), N
New York (Kline 1-1) at Bal( McNally 2-0), N
timore
We Are Now Located at 106 North 4th In Murray wit
Oakland (Blue 1-01 at Kansas
City (Simpson 1-1). N
Added Facilities To Serve Your Investment Needs
Wednesday Games
Milwaukee at Cleveland
Detroit at Boston
Hope We May Be-Of-SifivitYe-In Providing I nTexas at Chicago
California at Minnesota
ormation Regarding Mutual Funds, Listed Stocks &
New York at Baltimore, N
Planning,
nda, OTC Securities.and Financial
Oakland at Kansas City, N.

Great
Imperial

KING
_EDWARD

"I no longer need this tape of
recognition. I'm ready to give
back instead of taking."
De De, who won only slightly
over $6,000 last year after losing four months to surgery.
radiation and recuperation.
nevertheless qualified as one of

Several Derby Entrees
Could Come From Calume

LEXINGTON, My API-Ap- the Calumet.
In addition, Warbucks' trainpropriately, the winningest
stable in Kentucky Derby his- er is Don Combs, who saddled
tory has its name attached to a the practically unknown Dust
race today that could send one Commander when he overor more colts to the Louisville whelmed the derby field by five
lengths in 1970.
classic.
Warbucks has won four of his
four
including
five,
of
A field
races the past two seaeight
derby eligibles, was entered in
third in the Arfinishing
sons,
the Calumet Purse at KeeneSan Francisco 7 4 .636 1
kansas Derby at I 1ii miles in
Gene
Mrs.
for
named
land,
5 6 .455 3
Los Angeles
his last outing. He has no
Houston
5 7 417 3'2 Maikey's Calumet Farm, win- stakes victories.
San Diego
5 7 41'7 3'.) ner eight times of the premier
Starkers, fifth in the Arracing classic.
3 6 .333 4
Atlanta
kansas Derby, has four vicMonday's Games
Our Native, winner of the tories in 11 races. He has raced
Cincinnati 7, San Diego 6
Flamingo Stakes last month, at more than a mile in his last
Los Angeles 2, Houston 1, 13 agd Mr. Prospector, who set a four outings, winning one at 1
innings
Gulfstream Park six-furlong 1-16 miles by eight lengths.
Other clubs not scheduled
Bootlegger's Pet won stakes
track record in his last race,
Tuesday's Games
head the field for the 1 I-16- this season at Latonia and FlorChicago (Jenkins 0-1) at New mile Calumet.
ida Downs.
York (Seaver 2-0)
Mr. Prospector. owned by A.
The purse is just $12,000-a
Philadelphia ( Ruthven 0-0) at pittance by classic racing I. Savin's Aim° Stable, is a
Montreal (Moore 1-01
standards- but a convincing stablemate of Royal and Regal,
Pittsburgh ( Blass 0-01 at St victory could rocket the winner winner of the Florida Derby
N
Louis (Gibson
to the starting gate in the May earlier this month.
Atlanta (Dobson 1-1 and Reed
5 derby at Churchill Downs.
0-I at San Francisco ( Bradley
Also in the race and eligible
1-1 and Bryant 0-0), 2 N
for the derby are E. E. El(
Cincinnati Grimsley 1-0) at zemeyer's Warbucks and
San Diego (Arlin 0-n, N
Greentree Stable's Starkers.
Houston (Wilson 0-11 at Los Bootlegger's Pet completes the
N
Angeles Messersmith
field.
Wednesday's Games
NBA
Our Native, owned by M. J.
Chicago at New York
All Starting TimeS EST
Pritchard, Dr.- E. W. Thomas
Philadelphia at Montreal
All Best-of-7 Series
and William 'J. Resseguet Jr.,
Atlanta at San Francisco
Tuesday's Games
drew top weight of 123 pounds.
Pittsburgh at St Louis
Western Conference Finale
three less than derby weight,
Cincinnati at San Diego. N
Golden State at Los Angeles,
while Mr. Prospector gets in
Houston at Los Angeles, N
11 pm., first game
115.
with only
Wednesday's Games
The difference is experience.
Eastern Conference
raced
has
Prospector
Mr.
To Present Grievances
Boston at New York, Boston
only three times in his life and
leads 1-0
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.( AP ) the Calumet will be his first
ABA
-- Minnesota Vikings tackle around two turns and of more
All
Rest-of-7
Series
track
a
set
He
mile
a
than
Alan Page and former defenAll Starting Times EST
sive back Ed Sharockman were record of 1.07 4-5 his last time
Division Championships
to present grievances today be- out.
Menday's Games
fore National •Football League x Our Native, meanwhile, won
East Division
Commissioner Pete Rozelle in stakes races both last season
Kentucky 108, Carolina 94,
and this year and has been as
New York.
Ed Garv7, directoi• of the far as 1 1-8 miles-just a Jur- Kentucky leads 2-1
West Division
NFL Players Association, vid long short of the derby "isIndiana 118, Utah 108, Inthe complaints were brought at lance.
Not to be overlooked is War- liana leads 2-1
the request of the two players
-40 -Atedni....diwys-ilitmes
-1111)
• tn-Stierweinnarer
-ger' bode,'
East Division
eranee pay is involved. Sha- Hartack, who has more derby
Carolina at Kentucky, 8:10
rociunan was released by the victories than any active
West Division
,r,seven games last jockey. on Pus back for the first
Vikings _akte
Utah at Indiana, 8..10
season. time in the Calumet
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BASEBALL STANDINGS

Tigers .Have Game
Postponed Today

WE'VE MOVED!!

Yarbrough
•
, 'Bob Moyer,
I.M. SIMON & CO.
Steve

MEMBERS NEW YORK .
gDOCK L'XCITANGE
106 North 4th
75341611
0.7

P.
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National League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
5 1 .833 Pittsburgh
5 2 .714
New York
4 3 .571 Pt
Chicago
1 4--.42P-11AV
Worthies? •
3 4 .42$ 2'z
Philadelphia
1 7 .125 5
St. LouiS
West
8 3 .727
Cincinnati

Pro Cage
Playoffs
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MAX E. MORRIS
*- Candidate for *

CORONER

Loo
Ove

of Calloway County
To The People of Murray and Calloway County:
Earlier this year I filed the necessary papers with the
Calloway County Court Clerk to qualify myself as a candidate
for the office of Calloway County Coroner
For those of you who do not know me personally. I will
submit the follbwing to you, I am 35 years of age and was born
and reared in the Lynn Grove community of Calloway County
am the son of Mr and Mrs Lancie Morris. I am married to
the former Shirley Butterworth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Osro Butterworth. We are the parents of three children:
Zandra, a student at Calloway County High School, and Garry
and Regina, both students at Lynn Grove Elementary School.
We reside at 1711 Wells Extended, and attend the Williams
-Chapel Church of Christ
Since July of 1972, I have been a full-time employee of the
Blalock-COleman Funeral Home. I served for eight years as a
member of the Murray Police Department where I held the
rank of Sergeant. I am a member of Murray Lodge 105 Free
and Accepted Masons.
If elected to serve as Coroner of Calloway County, I promise
to serve the people of Murray and Calloway County with fair
and efficient service. I give you my word of honor that I will
investigate each case where a Coroner's services are required
in a fair and straight forward manner
-THIRTY SIX YEARS IS A LONG TIME TO SERVE AS
CORONER OF CALLOWAY COUNTY. I AM ASKING- FOR
AN OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE YOU FOR FOUR YEARS
I am entering this race without any obligations to any
person or groups, and I will greatly appreciate any consideration that the voters of Murray and Catloway Connie.
may give me in my campaign for Calloway County Coroner
Sincerely yours,
Mon..
ClndidateforCOroner
Calloway County
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Scramble Goff
Tournament Is
Held At Oaks

AUTUMN OF-A-CHAMPION

Injured All survives
12 rounds of agony -

cers had
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is at sevonti-year
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Editor's Note: This is the
last of three articles on the
Muhammad Ati-Ken Norton
fight - revealing among other things, how All went into
the fight despite being badly
injured a few days before the
match.
By JACK WF.BB
Copley News Service
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SAN DIEGO, Calif. - Muhammad All was dancing
around the ring, dancing on
his sprained ankle, and you
wondered how long he could
keep it up. •
A trickle of blood ran down
the corner of his mouth and
sprinkled his white gym
trunks. He was circling Ken
Norton, who looked dazed
from all the punches he was
taking to the head. You knew
if the fight went on another
two rounds Ken Norton's face
would be puffy and bleeding
- he was taking a lot of punishment to land the few
punches he did.
But over in All's corner big
"Bundiru" Brown, one of All's
best friends, was crying - his
comical face twisted in agony.
"Hit him, champ," he
sobbed. "Hit him. Hit him."
Because Bundini knew
something the crowd didn'tthat Muhammad All's jaw
had broken in the first round
at this fight, and that All, spitting blood, had forced his
trainer Angelo Dundee to let
the fight go on.
Muhammad All's face
winced with pain every time
he hit Norton, the shock of the
blow traveling up his arm to
his shoulder and then to his
jaw, making the broken ends
of bone jar against one another. But at least his ankle, badly sprained a few days before,
was holding up.
In some ways it was a different man than had talked so
quietly and persuasively to a
friend of his in the coffee shop
at a nearby San Diego hotel.
But there were similarities.
Guts, for example.
"Hey, champ," somebody
said to All. "There's somethin' I've. always wanted to
ask you. I mean, your trainer
Dundee says you're something. of an introvert, and I
was wondering if you started
all this poetry business and
griffin'. yourself the greatest
just to sell yourself or what."
slow smile.
Ali smiled
"Yeah. I dld it for publicity.
To sell myself."
"When you gonna quit
fightin'?" somebody else
asks.
"Well, I wait' thinkin' of
quittin' after (George) Foreman I the present heavyouts the
weight champ)
way -after the fight with him
and the rematch.
"If I have a fight with him,
the purse'll be big enough that
I'll have enough money to re-

tire on - I can put it in the
bank and get $15,000 a month
interest for the rest of my life.
"But let me tell you why it's
so hard to quit. My last title
defense was with Zora Folley.
"I was established - I'd
beaten Henry Cooper, (Sonfly) Liston, Folley. And then
my title was taken away.
"During my exile Joe
Frazier grew up. So I came
back and fought Frazier.
'And now somebody elm is
Cotten' up, and every time
somebody comes up, it'll
mean another $3 million fight
for me.
"I think what I'm gonna do
is keep fightin' till somebody.
whups me."
Somebody asks All what his
biggest fight was. All smiles
again.
"My biggest fight was with
the man who says, 'I want
you.'" tThe government,
which called Ali a draft dodger and caused his title to be
stripped from him, until the
Supreme Court ruled he was
not a draft dodger).
Suddenly a little middleaged black man with a big
paunch. and graying hair
comes up to All.
"Hey, champ," the man
says, and then stops, seemingly lost for words.
"What can I do for your
says All.
"Champ,I came all the way
from San Francisco to see
you, and now I'm broke and
I'm gonna hitchhike back but I just wanted to shake
your hand."
All shakes the man's hand
- and then hands him a $100
bill.
"Here,so you won't have to
hitchhike," says All.
It's a typical performance
for All, who sometimes gives
away $10,000 a day to people
who need it.
"Champ," says somebody,
-what'll you do if you're ever
really beaten?"
"Let me quote you somethin' from one of my
speeches," All says. "This is
somethin' I give to college audiences:
"He who has drunk the
wine of success knows no failure. He who has drunk the
wine of failure can have every
opportunity to succeed and
will still fail.
"The world is a storehouse
of wine - the wine of the intoxication of childhood, of infancy, of youth. But some people only drink the bitter
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man who knows clearly what
he wants to do. He sees
through all the bull to what
needs to be done.
''That's what makes him
great - but I don't think he
realizes it." Maybe not. Then
again, maybe he does.)
But it's the night of the
fight, and Ali, who is fighting,
as he has said,for the security
of his family and for his race,
has just told trainer Dundee
that he'll keep fighting despite
a broken jaw.
It's the end of the first
round, and All is spitting
blood into a bucket. The bell
rings and All's out for the second round.
Ali starts dancing - the
man who couldn't dance the
day before because of a
sprained ankle - dances because if he doesn't Norton will
land a solid punch on his broken jaw.
He dances, landing five
punches to every one Norton
lands. Two rounds go by.
Four. Six. Eight. All is still
dancing, and Norton is
groggy.
It's the twelfth and final
round, and All's jaw is beginning to swell.
"He looks a little sluggish
tonight," a reporter says to a
friend at ringside. "I wonder
why?" The friend, who
knoll's, looks at All's ankle
and wonders.
Norton knows that the fight
is close (some ring.siders even
say All has won all but a few
of the rounds). So Norton
comes out swinging hard at
the dancing All, and lands a
punch on his swollen jaw_
All winces and pulls back
sharply. Norton swings again,
wildly, landing a few hard
punches.
The bell rings. The fighters
go to their corners. Bundini
looks at All's jaw and the
tears run down his face.
The ampRuncer calls for
-II-says that one of
quiet. the
the judges names Ali the winner, and the second judge and
the referee name Norton.
Norton's the winner! And a
lovely blonde girl with bloodred lipstick ( who'd been licking her lips and watching fascinated as the blood oozed
from All's mouth) comes into
the ring to hug Norton.
Thousands of fans flock to
Norton, and All, the defeated,
makes his way quickly and
quietly out of the ring, while
those who care for him look on
with aching eyes.
And in his dressing room he
pounds his head and fists
against the wall, and an ambulance comes to take him to
the hospital, and Angelo Dundee turns on a reporter who
asks if All is finished, yelling,
"You jackass! What kind ol a
question is that to ask about a
man who's down, who's in the
next room with a broken jaw,
who just fought 12 rounds with
a broken jaw? You jackass."
And in a moment the anger
seems to pass and Dundee, his
fatherly face twisted, looks
like he might cry. I3ut only for
a moment.
And outside Howard Cosell
is saying that a legend has
ended, and a young boy says
the same thing and another
young boy socks him one.
And an ambulance roars off
into the fading afternoon, carrying a legend. And a man
with guts.

"Hey, that's good," said an
adoring young man sitting
next to him. "One minute
you're talking business, the
next minute you're talking
philosophy. That's really
good."
All smiles his smile again,
the one where you can't really
tell whether he's amused or
pleased - but you're happy to
see it anyway.
"Let me give you one more
quote from one of my
speeches," he says.
"'People speak of pleasure
- but they don't know happiness.
"'We can rarely find a soul
who admits to being happy.
Some are unhappy because of
enemies, some are unhappy
because of lack of love.
"'There is a yearning for
true happiness that pleasure
cannot give. That is in the
knowledge of our purpose in
life. Every livin' bein' was
born to fulfill his life purpose
- but it's hard to find 10 men
who know their purpose.
"You should know the purpose of your life by the time
you're 12, because life is
short. By the time a man is 30,
his life is almost over - because he'll waste so much of
the rest of it in sleepin' and
entertainin'."
Ali pauses a moment to let it
sink in.
"'If I'd started boxin' when
I was n, it would have been
too old.
"The trees, the moon, the
rain all have a purpose, and
man has a purpose, but few
people know it.
- 'My purpose seas to be a
"
„. black man with a million dollars in the bank, a black millionaire who would ,still help
his people.
"'They took my title away
from me and tried to put me in
Oil. But if I'd gone to jail, I
would still have been happy,
because at least I didn't sell
"
out."
(You think maybe,' Dr
Ferdie Pacheco, All:s g• •
friend, had it right: -Ali is a

The Oaks had its first
scramble golf tournament of the
season Sunday afternoon with
80 golfers participating. Two
teams tied for low score, with 67
for the 18 holes.
The winners included Roy
Cothran, Jane Cothran, Bill
Bogard, and Gene Housden on
one team and Jerry Caldwell,
Judy Willoughby, Junior Story,
and Stan Hargrove for the other
team.
Three teams tied at 68. These
included John White, Karen
Hargrove, Mikie Morton, and
Rob Miller on one team; Rudell
- - IParks, Isobell Parks, Jimmy
-Lamb, and Bob Lamastus on
another team; and Tommy
_Goodwin, Berlene Brewer,
Charles Caldwell, and Junior
Turner on the third team.
The Oaks Social calendars
are now available at the Pro
Shop, a spokesman said.
The ladies' kickoff breakfast
Is at 9:00 a.m. Wednesday
:morning. The next Scramble
Tournament will be held on May
13,

•it

SCORES HOLE-IN-ONE- Steven McDougal, 8-year-old son of
Joe Buddy and Sue McDougal, scored a hole-in-one on the par 3,
fifth hole, at the Oaks Course last Wednesday. He was 1i/eying in
a threesome with his mother and Kevin Shahan.

green wall that bears traces of
By GENE MARNELL
inmate art. An octagonal guard
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA (AP) - Convict tower looms overhead in cenbaseball has its unique brand of terfield.
The team runs through bathumor but spring drills at the
Atlanta Federal Penitentiary ting and infield practice daily
of the
are little different from pre- at the field in the rear
season training anywhere-ex- southeast Atlanta prison facilcept for the 42-foot outfield wall it)'. Each night it attracts hunthat doubles as a barrier to dreds of spectators who watch
the practices almost as rabildly
freedom.
They call themselves the as they await the Saturday and
Feds and the name is embroi- Sunday doubleheaders.
When the "fans" gather, the
dered across the fronts of their
red-and-white striped uniforms. chatter starts.
The 16 inmates who make up r "Hey, you look like-sandlot
the roster are the elite. of out there," one of them heckled.
penitentiary baseball.
"That's all right. I ain't worThe Feds, who wort their 1973
opener 17-5 against the semipro ried," the pitcher shouted back.
Columbia, S.C., team two "I still got five years left on
weeks ago, have a 50-game my 'contract."
"We're an international
weekend schedule which includes most of the state's col- tearn," a second baseman said.
lege teams and several semipro "And we've got the best recrulting service in the worldball clubs.
"We have the best on-the- the FBI. Only they've been
road record of anyone," sending us addicts and ain't
quipped one Fed. "They won't been arresting no pitchers."
The Feds field their own urnlet us out of here to play nopires-graduates of a National
where else."
Congress-approved
The Feds are part of a wide- Baseball
ranging prison recreation pro- school at the institution.
gram instituted by Warden J.D.
Despite the enjoyment of the
Henderson and recreation su- sport, their laughs in the dugpervisor John Clark.
out and the self-deprecatory
On the well-kept field, leather chides, they haven't forgotten
gloves popped with incessant where they are or what lies
regularity and the crack of ahead. Baseball is just a way
fungo bats echoed off the huge to make it all seem bearable.

By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Interference: a minor penalty
assessed against a hockey player who impedes the progress of
an opponent net in possession
of the puck.
Interference: a major factor,
according to Johnny Wilson,
why the Detroit Red Wings
aren't where Philadelphia,
Montreal, Chicago and New
York are now-mainly in the
playoffs.
While the Flyers, Canadietui,
Black Hawks and Rangers
spent Monday preparing to resume their National Hockey
League semifinals tonight, Wilson spent the day accusing the
Red Wings' front office, mainly
General Manager Ned Harkness and executive vice president Jim Bishop, of undermining him as he tried to coach
the team. He was fired last Friday.
The Flyers, who just missed
making the playoffs in two of
the past three seasons and got
knocked out of them in four
straight games the other time,
.jitake a 1-0 lead in the best-of-7
•series into the Montreal Forum
following their 5-4 overtime victory Saturday night.
And the Black Hawks, kayoed
from the semifinals in four
straight by the Rangers a year
ago, go into New York's Madison Square Garden with their
series tied 1-1, having defeated
the Rangers 5-4 Sunday.
In the World Hockey Association, Houston hopes to oust the
Sharks from their quarter-final
series tonight in Los Angeles.
The Aeras lead 3-2 and a victory will boost them into the
semis against Winnipeg.

Tigers Outslug Red Sox While
Reds And Dodgers Take Wins

Anderson Easy Winner
In Boston Marathon
By DAVE O'HARA
Into their own at distance runAssociated Press Sports Writer ning.
Tom'Fleming. a 21-year-old
BOSTON (APP - First an
student from Wayne,
college
Olympic marathon victory, and
N..1., expressed the feelings of
now the Boston Marathon.
most Americans after he finNmerica's prestige in long dissecond behind Anderson
ished
tance running is on the upin the 26-Mae, 385-yard run
swing
from Hopkinton to Boston.
Jon Anderson. a 2.3-year-old
"One-two, USA," Fleming
Cornell University graduate said as he congratulated Nnderfrom Eugene. Ore., shocked fa- son in the dressing room before
vored foreign runners with a it became crowded with sunsmashing victory in the 77th baked finishers. •"This is just
Boston. Marathon on Monday, gteat."
whipping a record field of 1,384
Despite balmy weather and a
.
starters
blistering sun. Anderson cov16
Fallowing Frank Shorter's ered the course in 2 hours,
marathon triumph in the Olym minutes, 3 seconds.." a
plc Games at Munich last sum- noteworthy time although. neaemer, Anderson's success was a ly five minutes off the -record
ii.Lby Englaials Ron hill three
big hostg...to 5.Initsd &Satesning Americans long have years ago...Fleming was second
dominated the world at shorter, in 2:17 46, with Finland's Olavi
rates and now appear corning leamalainen third in 2:18.Z1
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Red Wings Not Happy
About NHL Playoffs

Prison Team In Atlanta
Playing Heavy Schedule

BOSTON-OP)-- "It looked
like a laugher, but it wasn't,"
Detroit Manager Billy Martin
said of the game against Boston. And the Red Sox' Carl
Yastrzemski thinks the rest of
the season will be just as frantic-and end up just as tight.

Formal Announcement of

"It'll be a tough race," Yaz
said following the Tiger's 9-7
victory Monday over the Sox at
cozy Fenway Park, the only
American League game of the
day. "They'll be there at the
'In the two National League
games, the Cincinnati Reds
edged San Diego 7-6 and the
Los' Angeles Dodgers nipped
Houston 2-1 in 13 innings.
"We'll be all right," said Detroit left fielder Willie Horton,
who hit his first home run of
the season in the fourth inning
to drive in three runs. "It's a
matter of getting things started. We've got to work together." Tony Taylor also homered
for Detroit.
Boston Manager Eddie Kasko, ejected from the garhe in
the third inning when he protested a called third strike,
said: "We're not that bad. We
just can't spot a guy like Mickey Lolich four runs."
The Tigers' left-handed start.er, 1-2, was relieved after six
innings, leading 8-3. "I lifted
him because he had a lot of
,right-handed hitters coming
up," Martin said. "I've also
seen him faster and sharper."
The Red Sox kept pecking
away at Detroit's lead, with
Reggie Smith driving in a pair
is-the ankh witais Alas
first his two homers. Dwight
Evans knocking in one with a
sacrifice fly in Ike seventh

Smith hammering a solo shot in
the eighth. Carlton .Fisk then
slammed a two-run homer in
the ninth.
Tony Perez, Dave Concepcion
and „Johnny Bench smacked
home runs to lead the Reds
over the Padres, while Lee
Lacy's two-out tie-breaking
single gave the Dodgers their
fourth straight victory.
Bench's homer, his third of
the year, gave Cincinnati its
winning margin, producing a 74 lead which the Padres
trimmed to one run on Nate
Colbert's two-out shot in the
ninth off reliever Clay Carroll.
In the third Vining, Perez hit
his third homer, then Cesar
Geronimo talked. Phil Gagliano singled and Concepcion
unloaded a three-run shot off
Clay Kirby.
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Now that the filing deadline has passed, I
submit my formal announcement as a candidate for the office of County Judge of
Calloway County.
May I state as simply as possible my
qualifications for this most important and
responsibl# -office.

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Born: Hazel, Kentucky, May 9, 1919
Parents: J.R. "Riley" Miller, !Hattie Miller-Hazel
Married: Patricia Mason of Murray
Wife's Parents: Dr Will Mason, Dr. Ora Mason-Murray
Three Children: l'ripp 29, -Dan.23 - Chris, 19
.Religion: Church of Christ
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Graduate Hazel High School, 1936
Graduate Murray State College, B.S. Degree, 1940
Graduate University of Louisville Law School, 1.1.1i
Degree, 1951
Professional Organizations: Calloway County Bar -Aegociation, Kentucky Bar Association, American Bar
Association, Kentucky County Judges Association,
Delegate-House of Delegates-Kentucky State Bar
A. cnciation
EXPERIENCE
Principal and Coach at Morehouse Missouri High School 5
Years
3 years plus in U.S. Army I overseas duty
Practicing Lawyer, Murray, Kentucky 1951-1973

COMMUNMf SERVICE
Secretary-Treasurer of Kentucky County Judges
Association
Member of Kentucicy Crime Commission
Chairman of Facilities Task Force, State Compresensive
Health Planning Council
Member Bar Association Committee for .Judicial
Modernization
President of Calloway County Bar Association
Have actively participated in Scouts, United Fund, Red
Cross, Polio, Civic Organizations, and Veterans
Organizations
I have always tried to belong to and work actively with
those otganizations which make Calloway County a
better place to live.

Will Make It

CHICAGO APt - Newly
signed quarterback Gary Huff
of Florida scite will make it.
with the ChicIlgo Bears ... at
least Bears' owner George
Halas thanks so.
"He's a throwback to Sid
Euckman and Bill Wade in
doing his homework," said
Halas after head coach Abe
Gibron introduced Huff at
news conference Monday.
th••4•3:62;,1bie,-.2.

choice, was signed to a threeyear contract at undisclosed
terms.

Thanking you for your trust over the years, I
respeetifullY° subirriethese qualifitations, and
my family and I shall be eternally gratefull
for your vote and influence.

— Bob Miller
.
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Environmentally
Speaking

Congress Rousing From
Slumber To Do Battle
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Among achievements with
which history may credit President Nixon is one he probably
would rather do without: a
strengthened Congress, ready
and able to battle the White
House.
It hasn't happened yet. But
under the goad of Nixon's policies, Congress is rousing from
its long slumber and showing
signs that it means to re-establish itself as an equal branch of
government.
The continued bombing of
Cambodia is producing a
serious effort in Congress to
find a way to curb the President's war-making power.
It is trying to broaden its
powers over the presidential
treaty-making and appointment
functions, and it is reasserting
its right to initiate legislation
rather than waiting for drafts
of bills to be sent up by the
White House.
But by far the most significant struggle between Nixon
arid Congress is over the power
to spend the federal dollar. Its
outcome will strongly influence
the future relationship between
the executive and legislative
trenches.
'The immediate issue involves
billions of dollars Congress has
bppropriated for programs it
has enacted but which Nixon
s refused to spend. Impoundnt is the term for what Nixis doing, and although it has
been practiced by presidents
for 170 years, it has now betome a dirty word on Capitol
Hill.
: The Senate passed a bill last
iveek that would prevent a
president from impounding
funds without congressional approval, and similar legislati(,
Is under consideration in t.ii

House.
What has stirred Congress to
such activity is the nature of
Nixon's impoundments. Previous presidents have withheld
funds mainly in the area of national defense where, as commander-in-chief, they have
clearer authority. But Nixon
has concentrated on domestic
programs.
"Impoundment goes to the
very heart of the doctrine of
separation of powers," Sen.
Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C., chief
sponsor of the Senate-passed
bill, said during last week's debate.
But the President and his
spokesmen say the Constitution
and other laws passed by Congress give Nixon wide discretionary powers to achieve
efficiency and economy in government and to combat inflation. Nixon also has charged
repeatedly that Congress has
shown itself to be incapable of
controlling federal spending,
making it necessary for him to
act.
It is in response to that
charge that Congress is taking
the most significant steps in its
effort to assert the "power of
the purse" that the Constktution
gives it. It has established a
Joint House-Senate Committee
on Budget Control that is due
this week to recommend a
procedure designed to give Congress an equal role with the
president in drawing up a budget and setting the spending priorities within it.
Congress has tried without
success in the past to bring
some sense and order into its
appropriations process, and no
one is predicting it can find a
workable solution this time. But
Nixon is providing a strong incentive for success.

RC Planes Now Growing
In Popularity Rapidly
NORTHBROOK, M. API— of RC planes has grown stead. . into the wild ily over the last decade.
"Off we
The planes, !tinging in wingblue yonder . . ." sings the pilot
span fram.4"feet to It 'feet, are
happily.
His plane, with the steady made either of balsa wood 41:
drone of .its engine, soars ef- fiberglass. Some of the models
fortlessly through the clear have wings made of figerglass.
The plane, like the radio conblue sky.
A light-4mb on the control trol units which guide them
stick and the plane gently from the ground, can be purbanks to the left. Pulling back chased in kit form or comon the stick and the plane be- pletely assembled. For the
serious handyman, the planes
gins to climb.
The plane responds instantly can be built from scratch.
A complete outfit can cost beto the pilot's commands.
The only unusual thing about tween $300 and Vn0.
The Chicago Pylon Club will
the flight is that the pilot has
been standing on the ground all sponsor at least seven races
this year, with the overall winthe while.
The plane is a radio controlled ner from the region, which enmodel and the pilot is one of the compasses seven Midwestern
growing number of model states, going to the national
championships.
airplane racing enthusiasts.
Competitors in other regions
Whether a Sunday flier out to
buzz around a local park or a across the United States will
serious racer competing for a also be vying for a spot in the
spot in the national racing nationals, which consist of sevchampionships, the popularity eral different classes of racers.
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and Environmental Protection

over a modest home in the
MOUNTAIN OF JUNK CARS — This mountain of scrapped automobiles towers
crane. They are destined for
Maerkischen district of West Berlin. Thousands of the junked vehicles are piled high by a
for new cars
the steel furnaces of the Ruhr to be melted down and probably emerge as raw material

Grant Awarded
For Former
Drug Addicts
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
of
Program
Kentucky
Rehabilitation Services has
received a 9100,000 grant to
expand
vocational
rehabilitation services to drug
abusers.
The grant provides for continuation of a three year
program begun last year to help
former drug abusers find jobs.
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare is
granting $90,000 for -the
program while the Kentucky
Department of Mental Health is
supplying an additional 910,000.
"The bulk of the money will
be used to supply counselors,
throughout the state to work
strictly with past drug abusers
and their prosepctive employers," said Bill Wilson,
of
director
assistant
Services.
„Rehabilitation
"They will concentrate on job
development, placement,
long-term
and
follow-up
evaluation."
The placement counselor will
act as a liaison between employer and employee. He will
work closely with the employee
to help him make necessary
adjustments
The first year of the
program has been spent
organizing and finding the right
counselors for sepcific areas in
Wilson.
Kentucky," said
"We've made some progress
and we expect a lot more to be
made this year."

Although the Division of Solid
Waste is one of the smallest
within our department, it faces
an enourmous task. No other
nation produces so many
products and so much waste.
As our technology and gross
national product have grown,
our wastes have become more
complex, and toxic industrial
wastes have increased. The
sheer volume of many of these
wastes presents a problem.
Each of us generates about
five pounds of solid waste every
day. Studies show that for every
appliance we produce, we
create 40 more pounds of solid
waste, not counting the appliance itself, which ends up in
the solid waste stream.
Too often, we think of solid
waste as only home garbage,
leaves and debris. It is actually
man
everything
almost
—
uses
and
produces
stoves,
automobiles,
reirigerators, factories, offices
and houses. Already solid waste
handling ranks third in nonmilitary expenditures of public
funding, behind public highways and education. Most of
these funds are local and state.
Add to this already complex
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problem the built-in problem of
population growth and the long
range implications are such
that if we do not plan ahead to
handle the problems and investigate all possible solutions,
we may be caught in a crisis
situation.
I challenge you, as Kentuckians, to band together to
solve these problems. In areas
where the population is small
and the land area great, I urge
you to ease the economic
burden of solid waste control
breakthe lifetime habits many
persons have of throwing solid
wastes into fields or streams
where many expect the sprir4
floods to carry their wastes
away.
Recycling has been going on
for years in our rural areas, as
our farmers traditionally
plowed many agricultural
wastes back into their fields to
enrich their property. This
recycling and the recycling of
many forms of solid wastes
must be encouraged and increased.
The awesome task of finding
solutions to the solid waste
problem can only be accomplished with your help.

The BIG Sale Event of the Year!.
Offering important Savings on
selected Major Appliances & TV!
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Big 20 Cu. ft.
Double Door
Reduced S4000
Model J355
Model TSF 185P
GE 17.E cm. R. NO.FROST REFRIGERATOR
FREEZER with BIG 165 6-lb. FREEZER—
NO DEFROSTING EVER, TOP TO BOTTOM!
AM-Freezes cubes, Add
Automatic icier's/1mi
optional, at extra cost

Reduced to

Tuesday & Wednesday Nights
at

PERKINS

GE itiatAPACITY 5-CYCLE WASHER WITH
SMALL-LOAD MINI-BASKET AND 4 WASH/
SPIN SPEED SELECTIONS! 5 water temperature
combinations, Permanent
Press Cycle with Auto
mabc Cooldcrem!

Reduced

$2000

•
GE EXTRA-LARGE-CAPACITY AUTOMATIC
DRYER WITH 5 CYCLES, INCLUDING PERSIA.
NENT PRESS with [Ora Care Se,ect,,n. 3 Heat
Selections, End of Cycle
Signal with on oil switch,

Every Tuesday and Wednesday night, from 5 to 9 p.m.,

Enjoy A Delicious Meal and A-Night Out .. .

nut_Kicr_s_ r_Sypper is On Us!,
U.S.$41 N. - Open 6 a.m.-10 p.m. Daily

_
8°C
Reduced to$31

GE CUSTOM "Carry
-Cool"- DEWXE
2-SPEED
PORTABLE ROOM AIR
CONDITIONER-43 LBS.LIGHT!

Model
WWA 842014

$3000

(114. 75') fRf E!

188°°

GE RANGE WITH 17-77 TOTAL CLEAN''
SELF-CLEANINS OVEN SYSTEM—Oven cleans
tsell inner door, inner window surface unit pans
Eary clean. 1 piece cooktop,
Automate Oven Timer
with signal!

Introducing

ROdUCIPG.

all Kids 12 and under, accompanied by a Parent, eat a
delicious stack of 3 fluffy Buttermilk Pancakes

Reduced to

Model
DOE 8205N

555

ARE FOR KIDS

'
$3199

Model CA 110P
GE 11.8 CIL Si. FREEZER STORES 405.7 LBS.
OF FROZEN FOODS, EASY TO PICK AS BOOKS
Off A SHELF! 4 refrigerated surfaces!
Temperature Control,
Bulk stocage rack,

Model JET 70
NOW, MICROWAVE MIRACLE-OVEN
COOKING AT GE'S LOWEST PRICE EVER,
Countertop and Cuts CCOlg,ns tome to. kedge"
of convential ovens, Keeps kitchen coo,—
no pot and pan
cleienup afterward'

$22995

Reduced to
GOOD SERVICE
A #rtthr, rra yen
War Of
AllffIl(51 5 a

opplfaftre vale,

•Manufacturers Suuested Retail Price
0,ce °phone) with dealer, SubteCt to Pao, Trade
*here applicable
ON models may not be available at all dealers

Model 3302

Reduced to

$17995

Model
AGTE 604FA
4000 STU/H. 115
V . 7 AMP UNIT
Lu
WITH
GGAGEMANDLE FOR HOME,
TRAVEL,
VACATION, Includes quiet
Low Slumber
Speed 10 Position
,nto any adequate ThermoStat. plugs
115 V grounded
Regular Low Price
$

10995

National Sale Days...Another Reason Why GE is America's #1 Major Applthnce-Valve

p!y_i .n RAY APPLIANCE,
212mEut_
MUR
John Simmons,
Froward Coy, owners

Phone
751-1586
a

• I 17,1973
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Serious Area Mosquito
Infestation Predicted
By David Kennainer
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Western
Kentucky is likely to be invaded
by more mosquitos than usual
this spring, predicts Coburn
Gayle, director of the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture's
Pest and Noxious Weed Control
Division
Extensive flooding in the
Purchase area and in the Ohio
River bottomlands will produce
what Gayle terms "conditions
which are extremely optimal
for a very serious mosquito
mfestation."
Western Kentucky is plagued
by two kinds of mosquitos: the
floodwater
or
"house"
mosquito, and the salt marsh
mosquito. The salt marsh
mosquito thrives in the brackish
and highly acid water in the
swamps and pits left from land
strip mines many years ago.
Kentucky's mosquito problem
probably will last from the end
of April to the end of September,
depending upon weather conditions, Gayle says.
The annual infestation exists
mainly in the western 30 to 34
starting
counties
at

Elizabethtown in Hardin County
and extending to the Mississippi
River. The Jackson Purchase
area is affected seriously by the
floodwater mosquito, while the
coal-producing counties of
Webster, McLean, Hopkins,
Muhlenberg, and Ohio are
among those most bothered by
the salt marsh variety.
The salt marsh mosquito is
dangerous to livestock and can
carry animal diseases, including equine encephalitis,
sleeping sickness affecting
horses. The flood water
mosquitos carry St. Louis encephalitis, the human form of
the disease. Kentucky's
mosquito control project was
started in 1956 after an
epidemic of this disease broke
out in Western Kentucky.
Gayle directs a mosquito
abatement program that seeks
to eradicate mosquitos in the
Larval stage before they mature
and breed. The division's
equipment consists of two
airplanes and four land units
that spray chemical pesticides
over the mosquito breeding
areas.

MOSQUITO COUNTRY—Although no part of
Kenitscity—is—cempletely- free from IvioSquitots, the
western part of the state, shaded in the map above, is
molt .seriously plagued. The darker areas have the
worst infestations. Because of extensive flooding in
the Mississippi and Ohio River bottomlands, a very
serious mosquito problem is expected this spring.
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Mosquito control projects are
being restricted by federal
environmental regulations
use
of
concerning the
pesticides. Gayle says his
agency has swtiched to nonpersistent pesticides that do not
remain active for long periods
of time like persistent ones such
as
DDT. Non-persistent
chemicals are beneficial to
wildlife and ultimately to
human beings, but they also
reduce the effectiveness of the
mosquito control activities,
according to Gayle.
"The state eventually must
use an "ultra low volume"
system that would spray only
four to six ounces of pesticide
rolution over an acre, Gayle
says. Airplanes have been
spraying as much as a gallon of
pesticide concentrate per acre.
Because less material and
smaller airplanes can be used,
Gayle says the new system
"will be cleaner, safer, and in
the long run cheaper."
Because of the magnitude and
recurring nature of the
mosquito infestation, Gayle
says his division's control
program is only a "temporary
solution" A permanent cure
would be to rid Western Kentucky of anything capable of
holding a "cupful of stagnant
water" that could become a
mosquito breeding ground, he
continues. The salt marsh mosquito can
be eradicated only by a comexpensive
and
plicated
rehabilitation of abandoned
strip mines, Gayle says. This
mosquito is native to the
marshes and swamps of the
East Coast and has adapted
itself to Western Kentucky's
coal fields. It is very hardy, can
breed in water that is only very
slightly salty and can fly as far
as 25 miles.
"Floodwater mosquito" is a
cover term for many species of
small mesquites that can breed
in any pool of standing water.
They are not as big and cannot
fly as far as the salt marsh
variety, but can still be
dangerous to livestock and
people.
The salt marsh mosquito lays
its eggs on dry land susceptible
to flooding. The eggs can lay
dormant for many months and
?yen years. A flood sweeps the
eggs off---the- land and-- then
concentrates them In pools and
puddles as the flood water
recedes. When the water
becomes still, the first batch of
eggs hatches and matures.
They can breed every two
weeks in the same pool
of
water.
"There are thousands of
acres where the only living
things is the salt marsh
mosquito," Gayle points out.
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Your Individual Horoscope
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than the immediate moment.
And, doubtless, more persons
concerned with your plans and
activities than you realize. So
Organize well.
SAGrTTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21,1
To be successful now, ideas
and plans need not be on a large
scale. A series of well done
"little jobs" could add up to a
very important whole.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Planetary influences indicate
a day of successful moves and
plans, but all wW require knowhow, diligence and painstaking
care. Don't launch into uncharted seas.

)ef,,ef

Romance and travel also
favored.

Xer

PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Double-check plans. Work out
business, all deals with
deliberation, ascertaining facts
beforehand. Attainments now
will broaden future horizons. ,

YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely ambitious person,
endowed with many talents
through which to achieve a
successful career AND the
tenacity needed to reach your
goals. In the business and
financial worlds, you could
become an outstanding leader;
would make a shrewd and able
AQUARIUS
lawyer or a brilliant educator;
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Many pleasing advantages could also succeed in the fields
statesmanship
and
indicated if you put forth of
original and progressive ideas. diplomacy.

ld4

0(z)

SURVIVOR OF BRIDGE JUMP—Henry Harrington,
32, pornts to the Golden Gate Bridge at San Francisco,
from which he leaped in 1971 and survived He is among
six of 435 who have jumped from the span and lived.

"Our Forestry Division',
nurseries produce several
million seedlings every year,"
said Natural Resources and
Environmental
Protection
Commissioner Thomas 0.
Harris, "in order to provide low
cost seedlings as an encouragement to landowners to
plant trees on some of the over
one million acres of idle,
eroding and unproductive lands
in Kentucky. Kentucky's landowners need to be planting
their unproductive Land to trees
now if they are going to help
meet the future demands for
timber created by an ever; increasing population."
That statement, made several
months ago, began a vigorous
tree sales campaign in which
the Forestry Division made 11,6
million seedlings available...tit:Kentucky landowners.
One of the first steps, according to Forestry Director
Harry Nadler, was a meeting of
the forestry staff to plan a tree
sales manual. Within a week
after this early January
meeting the manual was
written and assembled—
including pictures of prime
trees, planting sites, information on tree planting, species of
trees to plant on different types
of soil, and informatioe on
pesticides. Copies were soon in
the hands of forestry's *field
personnel throughout Kentucky
and being used with good
results.
The next step in the campaign
ran et round table meeting with
all of Kentucky's conservation
Ilewles, many private in**ries and others aware of the
need to plant trees today for
'Kentucky's future needs.
"I would like to publicly
thank," said Nadler, "the Soil
Conservation Service, U.S.
Forest Service, U.K. Extension
Service, the Soil Conservation
Districts, Kentucky Farm
Bureau, Kentucky Department
of Agriculture, our own
department's Division of
Conservation, and all the
representatives of these
agencies who contributed so
much input to that meeting. All
of them ,have been extremely
helpful in getting the word out
and helping us to inform i the
public of the need for tree
planting.
"Governor Ford was also
very helpful in calling tree
planting to the public's attention when he declared March
Tree Planting Month in Kentiicky."
"Due to the efforts of these
people and the strong leadership provided by our nine
district foresters in the field, we
have sold 10.5 million seedlings
so far this spring. This is a
greater number of trees than we
have sold in any year since
1966."
Commissioner Thomas 0.
Harris has said,"We were able
to get a great deal of much
Alir

_
4
,

Don't Miss ...
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Tree Sales Campaign
Is CallecIA Success

10
141;
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)(VIA
Keep things moving, and with
well-planned design. A "wait
and see" attitude could only
stifle enthusiasm on this
somewhat.problernatic day.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Allow for some delays in
carrying out your program but
don't create them needlessly
yourself. Crisp, consistent
action needed to top the competition.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 211
Keep eyes open for those little
"ambushes" that upset any
well-running routine. Aim for
accomplishment in which you
can justifiably take pride.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Good lunar influences favor
Innovations, advanced methods
and clever strategies. A good
period in which to put over
unusual ideas.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Some things may bother you
more than usual. Don't fret.
Rather, check and look more
closely into pertinent matters —
to find the cause, and be able to
cope.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Happily aspected, this day
especially favors the formation
of new
plans, revising
procedures for the balance of
the week and completing all
"unfinished business."
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Put inferences, conceded
facts and other material
together and scrutinize well.
Then you will be surer when you
make decisions and move
ahead. This is a DO-ER'S day.
SCORPIO
r'
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ni"el
There is more to think about

* ELECT *

John B.
Watson

Ip

needed tree planting done in
Kentucky this spring through
the hard work and cooperation
of many individuals and
agencies. This is a hopeful sign,
as is the response of the public
to the call for more tree planting. Possibly, it indicates that
people are becoming increasingly aware of their
responsibility to contribute to
the betterment of their environment—in this case, trees
for tomorrow."
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Sheriff
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Starts Thursday

For Show Time

or The Finest in Movie Entertainment

Phone 753-0881

SENSATIONAL GRAND OPENING!!
Enjoy an Easter Weekend of Movie Fun, Starting at
3:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 19
Free Prizes!!

Don't Miss It!

•
* * * * * * * *
's WATCH FOR FREE PASSES AT
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* * * * * * * *
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Over 150 Kentuckians Selected
To Participate In Festival
Kentucky's
of
mainstay
Get ready, Washington, D.C.
presentation will focus on folk
The Kentuckians are cooling,
music and crafts with adand they're armed.
emphasis on four of the
ditional
They're corning not to secede Commonwealth's
traditional
from the Union, but to features—horses, bourbon,
of
folklore
rich
demonstrate the
tobacco, and inland waterways.
Kentucky to the other 49 states.
Those who will exhibit their
Their weapons are harmless:
crafts at the festival include
harmonicas,
brooms,
guitars,
Percy Beason of Bowling
horses, dolls, baskets, pottery,
broommaker ; James
Green,
chairs, and song books.
Nance and his son, potters from
Kentuckians,
150
More than
Childress
craftsmen, Farmington; Lester
primarily
maker;
basket
City,
Park
of
musicians, and singers, have
Frank Long of Peytonsburg,
the
by
selected
been
chair maker; Mrs. Milli Wilson
Smithsonian Institution to
Calvert City, doll maker;
of
participate in exhibits at the
Hubert L. Rogers of Grayson,
of
Festival
annual
seventh
dulcimer maker; Mrs. Ora
American Folklife, Gov,
of Huff, quilter; Walter
Lower
Wendell Ford has announced.
B. Logsdon of Brownsville,
'
their
demonstrate
will
They
basket maker; and Mack
talents and crafts at an open-air
of Cave City, fiddle
Gibson
festival in Washington, D.C.
maker.
from July 4 to July 8.
Russell Cartee of Greenup
The festival, sonsored by the
make knives at the festival,
will
Smithsonian and National Park
while his wife will prepare
Service, features the folklore of
sassafras candy. Others who
one of the 50 states each year.
will take part in the activities
Because of Kentucky's iminclude Edgar Tolson of
pressive contributions to
Campton,carver; Mrs. Herbert
American culture, the state was
Jones of Pine Knot, maker of
chosen to be featured at the 1973
gourd head dolls; Mrs. Anthony
festival.
Neal, honeysuckle basket
Additional Kentuckians may
maker; and Haskel Skaggs of
be invited within the next 30 to
Brownville, National Park
60 days to exhibit their skills at
Service guide. Mrs Hazel
the festival, Ford said.
Miracle, James Miracle, and
exOne million persons are
Miracle, all of MidJancie
pected to visit Kentucky's
dlesboro, will make apple dolls,
exhibits, which will be at the
corn husk flowers and bowls.
Reflecting Pool area in front of
Before the festival begins,
(Ahe Lincoln Memorial. The
'
.lidi7 and a
Morris B Wood Of(
crew of five will raise a sevenbent tqbacco barn.
Also invited to participate are
the A.L. Phipps family, singers
and string instrumentalists
from Barbourville; Roscoe
Holcomb of Daisy, musician
and singer; Carson Cornett of
Viper, fiddler and singer;
Carlos J. Alexander of
FRANKFORT,Ky — "I think Mayfield, Gosepl song leader
it's important that young people and singer; Buddy Thomas of
in Kentucky know they have Emrson, fiddler; ,Samson E.
someone to contact when they ( Hoskins) Mux of Harrodsburg,
have a problem, regardless of harmonica player; and Bill
It's nature," said Bob Arnold, co Williams of Greenup, guitarist.
Other musicians include
director of the Office of Youth
Henry Miles and his jug band,
-- -Affairs.
Arnold was speaking to the Louisville; Jim Mason of
;Kentucky youth assembly, PraVieleneer; guttarist Mose
gathered in Frankfort recently fifilter41Drakesboro,gtlitarist;
to learn more of governmental Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Fraley of
Rush, fiddlers and guitarists;
procedures.
If you pick up your phone and Forster and Nancy Caldwell of
dial 1.400-372-2973, on the other Roark, Gospel singers; Alfred
end will be the Office of Youth Bailey of Flemingsburg, fiddler
Affairs (OYA), an agency Gov. and guitarist; Robert Smoot of
Wendell Ford created last July Frankfort, banjo player; Arthur D. Breete of Tollesboro,
by executive order.
The OYA was established to banjo player; Hobart Bailey of
serve Kentucky's young people Hippo, banjo player; Buell
and their needs, a broad K.azee of Winchester, banjo
responsibility assigned to the player and ballad singer; and
office's co-directors, Ken Phebel Wright of Elkhorn City,
singer
Foree and Bob Arnold.
A Bluegrass band called the
The office primarily acts as
an informational clearing house Coins Brothers, including
Goins of
for the many opportuniites Melvin and Ray
federal, state, ond local Prestonsburg, will perform.
Roy Lawson of Franklin will
governements offer Kentucky's
call square dances at the
youth.
If you need information but festival. About 12 members of
don't know where to receive it, the Ritchie family, including
you can call us toll-free and Jean Richie Pickow of Viper
we'll put you in contact with the and Floyd and Edna Ritchie
proper agency or program if we Baker of Winchester, will sing
can't answer your questions," and play the dulcimer and
string instruments. Also perArnold said.
Arnold, Foree and ad- forming will be the noted
ministrative assistant John Bluegrass musician Bill Monroe
Schlich have been visiting ( a native of Ohio County) and
schools and colleges across the his Blue Grass boys; Merle
state to publicize the services of Travis(a native of Muhlenburg
County), a renowed guitarist
OYA.
Arnold stressed the fact the and song writer; and Louis
the legislature would determine (Grandpa ) Jones (native of
next year whether to continue Henderson County ) his wife
OYA and it could be continued Ramona, and son Mark,
only if Kentucky's youth made singers.
Elder B.C. Fuller and nine
use Of this service.
The office has moved to its others from the Sweet Leaf
new home at 854 East Main Primitive Baptist Church in
Street and young people are Louisville will sing long meter
invited to drop in, call, or mail hymns. Brother Ray Collins of
'in their problems to Box 123 Whitesburg and seven other
vocalists will sing Old Regular
Frankfort, Ky., 40601.
Baptist hymns.
John Edmonds of Bowling Green and his
GOVERNMENT LAND
quartet will sing Gospel. R.L.
More than half the total
Nichols of Calvert City will lead
land in California is owned or
the Southern Harmony singers.
held in trust bj( the federal
Gerald Ray of Franklin, along
government.
with the Spiritual Way Quartet,
will sing.
Also performing will - be a
country music trio called the
* VOTE FOR *
Coon Creek Girls, who played in
1939 for President Roosevelt
when he entertained George VI
and Queen Elizabeth. Mrs. Lily
May Ledford Pennington of
Lexington is a member of the
for
trio.
Representing the Kentucky
area
will
bourbon
be
Charles Delaney of the Willett
of
Distilling Company in BardCalloway County
stown and Dr. Frank Kraus of
James Beam Distillery. R.A.
"Your Candidate for
Clark of Owensboro will
7dgeraseistrate- -the-- bottling of:Law-and-Wel-bilurbon with the aid of a scale
Paid Pol. Ad. by T.G
of his patent invention.
model
Alexander, RR2, Murray.
Howard Curtis of Maysville, a

April 13, 1973
ADULTS 93
NURSERY 4

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS

Mrs. Charlotte Marie Borders
and Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Box 38,
Benton, Cornel Bowden, 406 N.
Cherry, St., Murray, Miss Ella
Pauline Johnson, 1712 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Fay Jones,
Route 7, Mayfield, Mrs. Ramie
Olene Lamb 705 Goodman,
Murray, Mrs. Danese Joyce
Stephens, Route 6, Box 420,
Murray, Stanford Jackson
Schroeder, Route 1, Dexter,
Benford Square Alexander,
Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Florine Cobb, 317 Anderson,
Mayfield, Mrs. Bobbie Murrell
Ferguson, Box 211, Murray,
Mrs. Estelle Jackson, Route 1,
Dresden, Tenn.

NATIONAL DEBT
It will cost more to pay the
interest ($24.6 billion) on the
national debt in 1974 than it
cost to run the U.S. government in all the years from
1789 to 1913 (824 billion).

Sheriff

The Kentucky Mental Health
Manpower Commission acts as
state sponsor and is responsible
for the administration and
promotion of the association.

needed: said Donnie.
°the? state officers elected at
the annual meeting were:
Vickie Howell, first vicepresident, Pikeville TWC;
Cindy Stewart, second viceThere are 52 clubs with more president, Eastern Kentucky
than 2,500 members in 36
University TWC; and Cindy
Kentucky counties.
secretary, MadisonvilleThe teens are active in Duff,
Hopkins TWC.
North
to
providing volunteer service
TWC is not limited to high
state hospitals, mental health
The college clubs,
center, nursing homes, mental school clubs.
and Eastern
at
College
Berea
special
facitlites,
cetardation
University, follow the
education classes, summer Kentucky
camps, and other related same guidlines as the high
school clubs. The collegiate
programs.
"Working with these people members are called "People
has been a fulfillment of Who Care."
During the annual meeting,
something I've always wanted
to do," said Glenda Carter, a Grady Nutt, nationally known
Hart County High minister and professional enjunior at
was the guest
School and last year's state tertainer,
awards banquet.
the
at
speaker
TWC secretary.
"It takes time to care—
Donnie Hodge, a junior from
East Hardin High School, courage to care," said Nutt.
served as state vice-president "It's a lot easier to write out a
charitable
a
to
last year and was elected to check
sit down
to
than
organization
the
serve as state president for
and take time with people -coming year.
an that's really caring."
with
"Working
Mrs. Anna Mae Reed, a math
organization such as this gives
me a feeling that I'm really and physics teacher, said she

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — "I've
learned what it's like to share a
little love with people, "said
Gene Ambs, a member of the
Owensboro Teens Who Care
club.
Gene was in Louisville
recently for the annual meeting
of Teens Who Care (TWC), and
organization of clubs whose
members are interested in
mental health and mental
retardation.
More than 350 teens from
throughout the state gathered at
the Executive Inn to attend the
meeting, which culmineted the
year's activities and gave
members a chance to share
experiences and ideas. Included
in the two-day event were an
banquet,
guest
awards
speakers, election of state ofand
workshops
ficers,
recreational activities.
"Teen Who Care focuses on
three main activities," said
Mrs. Pat Overberg, state
project director. "They are
education and promotion of the
mental health field, volunteer
service and career exploration."

NO APRIL

FREE
COLOR

has seen this caring in her
students at East Hardin,High
School in qlendale, where seh
serves as the club's advislf.
"It's been a wonderful experience," said Mrs. Reed. "It
has shown me that teens can
still care."

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service April 18, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1547 Est. 700
Barrows and Gilts mostly to 50
cents higher Sows steady to
$1.00 higher,
35.75-36.25
US 1-2200-230 lbs.,
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 35.00-35.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 34.50-35.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 34.00-34.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 31.25-32.25
30.50-31.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs.,
US 1-3 500-650 lbs 32.00-32.75
US 2-3 450-650 lbs 29.50-30.50
Boars 24.50-28.50

EWING
TIRE
SERVICE

NOUN
To Be
Given
Away

Free Help
Available
For Youth

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander

PAGE ND

Teenage Organization 'Learns To Share Love'

Hospital Report

tobacco twist expert, will
represent the tobacco industry.
Griffen Swihart of Hawesville,
along with two other members
Kentucky Sorghum
of the
Growers Cooperative Assn.,
Inc., will exhibit the art of
sorghum making.
W. George Evans of Glasgow,
a harness maker, and James
Thompson, a blacksmith and
farrier from Salvisa, will
participate also. An additional
two dozen people are expected
to be invited to emphasize
Kentucky'famous horse region.
Kentucky
Representing
waterways will be Cecil Rudd,a
boatbuilder from Smithland;
Cal Wolf of Brownsville, a net
maker; and Rudell Jones of
will
who
Gilbertsville,
demonstrate the use of mussel
brails with an assistant. The
a
Corporation,
Crounse
Paducah-based towing firm,
will provide two deckhands who
will demonstrate locking
through and docking
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SPRINT
GT 60

THE GOLDEN BEAR
cluETTE
12(1, MVO ROW
sairlasiblimilree

THE BIG MOVER
4.ti LOW

.48
C71.14 $21.93•
rrs-ie 522.93
775-14 $23.93
075-14 524.95
0475.14 $23.93

One Of The Widest Wide
Duals. Measures 9.5" Across
The Tread And Is 10 Ribs Wide.

Goodyear Belted
Whitewalls
H78-15
95

* NO MONEY DOWN -Atrk
7
* NO FINANCE CHARGE *
6 MONTHS TO
THE AMBASSADOR
PAY *
At

J78-15
i78-15

on

Plus
F.E.T.

frc

14x6
Complete

The

With Center
And Lug Nuts

stor)

Starting

(With Approved Credit)

Now Car Single
whltowall
4 ply tread

2 ply
rayon
cord

2 ply

RODGER WARD
"INDY CHAMP"

Size F- 60-1
2
1
UP To 10/
Raised

B.F.
GOODRICH

808 Coldwater
Near 5 Points

11570-13
55741-14
1575.14
0570-14
HR71014

America's Premier
Radial The Maker

Also Available
Sites Vp To
1 5 X ,0

FR70-14
0570-1S
HR70-13
JR70-15
Lit701)•

STEEL
RADIAL

At Comparable
Lod larl,es

5]

MAN AU.OTHER AMERICAN
(515 14
FR711-14
0I11$14
411H4 14
GSM is
MOS T,
HOCH
LAMAS

TIRE HE PVT TOGETHER.
$41 141•
44442
444 44
SU 11

Tire Repair

CALCIUM
CHLORIDE SERVICE

41487
MVO
%WIG

* All Tire Prices Plus F.E.T. '1.93 to 13.77
-

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Hours •

Phone
753-3164

We Offer

A11116

Wh".".":11111

Pus

Steel Belted Radial

MIER
Hu(z
878-14 $18.95'
n$-14 $20.95
178-14 $2L95
1178-14 $22.95
1711-16 $21.95
17161I $22.95
J7$-16 $23.95
L78-11 $24.95
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ndian aid efforts frustrated
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK (AP) — The
uniqueness of the Equity Funding collapse, the factor that
sets it apart from other spectacular financial scandals, is
the uncanny summary in one
case of so many prime business
weaknesses and problems.
Involved in the mysterious
activities of the California mutual fund-insurance company,
as if in a morality play, are the
very issues that business and
goveriunent have somewhat futilely been seeking to resolve
on other stages.
All to be reviewed, if not
proven or disproven, in this
case:
Conflicts of interest, reliability of auditors, the "performance game," adequacy of Wall
Street research, effectiveness
of government regulation,
abuse of the little investor.
The key allegation by the
Securities and Exchange Commission is that the firm made a
massive and prolonged effort to
alter its books and records to
show business that didn't exist.
Specifically, it is alleged,
Equity Funding Life Insurance
a subsidiary, sold fictitious
policies to show a portion of
future premiums.
In this manner, says the California Insurance Department,
50,000 policies were created and
sold for $25 million. This gave
the appearance of booming
business, an appearance eagerly accepted by the financial
community.
About 100 banks, fascinated
by the possible price appreciation in the company's shares,
now are left holding millions of
shares. So are scores of brokers and thousands of their
clients.
But the Equity drama is larger than the particular actors
and plot. It is pocked with symbols.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST.
Was there or wasn't there?
Raymond Dirks, a stock
analyst,suspected that Equity's
business was inflated and reported the same to his clients.
some of whom may have sold
out before regulatory officials
were informed.
Two issues develop from this:
To whom was Dirks primarily
obligated, to clients or to regulatory officials? Does acting on
this information constitute a
violation of regulations limiting
insider trading?
RELIABILITY OF AUDITOFtS. As in earlier cases, such
as those involving Billie Sol
Estes and Tino De Angeles,
certified public accountants accepted paper said to represent
assets without questioning the
Attlienticity of the paper.
Just as no auditor banged on

he powerful and true
story of Sheriff Buford
Fusser

"WALKING
TALL"

De Angeles' salad oil tanks to
find if they gave off a hollow
sound, nobody in the Equity
case sought the bodies behind
the policies.
THE
PERFORMANCE
GAME. Equity was beloved on
Wall Street. It was a fast-moving stock offering big capital
gains potential, especially fcr
capital-rich institutions. The
latter helped greatly to elevate
the price.
Equity management, like any
other
performance-minded
management, knew that capital
of this sort ceased once a company's growth slowed. It knew
also that if its shares slumped
its acquisition programs would
die. And so it performed.
WALL STREET RESEARCH.
While much is highly professional and involves personal,
on-site investigation, some is

superficial and much just hearSti y.
As has happened before,
there is a strong suggestion
that Wall Street had its eyes on
the price action rather than on
fundamental values. At a time
when it is seeking to rebuild its
image it has earned another
blotch.
GOVERNMENT
REGULATION. With financial conglomerates growing, who's in
charge? Who is the primary
regulator: state insurance departments, banking departments, Securities and Exchange Commission?
LITTLE INVESTUR. Did any
brokerage house make a concerted effort to call small investors and inform them of developments? Did brokers tell
the little guy of the same suspicions they relayed to the big institutions?

Agnew bucks
tough odds
By JOHN PINICERMAN
Editor, Copley News Service
The odds are against Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew
ever becoming president.
Aside from the matter of capability, which • aelcbm has
had much to do with selection
of a candidate for our highest
office, this is rather too bad.
But, it is a truth historically, politically, personally and
perhaps practically — all despite Agnew's unswerving
loyalty (so far) to Richard
Nixon and to the Republican
Party. It is an even more bitter pill for him to swallow
considering that the apparent
favorite among the White
House would-be kingmakers
is the likely political turncoat,
Democrat John Connally of
Texas.
The odds that Agnew must
overcome include these:
1. History. Not since 1836, in
the election of Martin Van
Buren, has a vice president
moved from that office by
election directly into the presidency.
The most recent of those to
fail were Hubert Humphrey
and Mr. Nixon. Actually, only
two vice presidents other than
Van Buren were able to turn
the trick, the others being
John Adams and Thomas Jefferson. The election machinery was different in
Adams' and Jefferson's time
and it was much easier for a
vice president to make this final successful move to the nation's highest office.
2. Political. For a vice president to succeed in election to
the presidency he mint have
the full support of the outgoing president. Humphrey got
very little help from retiring
President Lyndon B. Johnson
— and lost. The Nixon people
often have blamed the lukewarm support of outgoing
President Dwight Eisenhower
for their man's defeat at the
hands of young John F. Kennedy. Now, reports are frequent that Agnew is on the
White House "gray," if not
the black list.
Mr. Nixon has not been
linked directly to anti-Agnew
activity but, just as in the
"Watergate caper," some of
his top aides are reported to
be behaving with the same
hostility to Agnew as to others
in government who have displeased them. There even is

wild group called "Citizens
for Nixon '76" which is planning a campaign to nullify the
22nd Amendment limiting •
president to two terms. This
move will get nowhere and the
White House says nobody
there "knows a damn thing
about that group." But,it does
show that many factors are
combining to deny Agnew
what he and the more conservative Republicans think
he richly deserves — the presidency.
3. Personal. Agnew comes
out in small group semi-private discussions much better
than he does in his public
speeches denouncing certain
newsmen, newspapers, Vietnam deserters and others who
plague the administration.
I had the enlightening opportunity to spend every day
of 14 consecutive days with
the vice president and, regardless of differences regarding his tone of rhetoric,
harshness of linguae, and
Lack of verbal restraint, he
came through as a man of
much more intellectual depth
than is apparent in his public
utterances. Thus, his public
image is not his greatest
asset_ Neither does his choice
of Frank Sinatra as a close
personal friend do him any
good. Sinatra does not set well
with the heart of Agnew's constituency — the great Republican Midwest. However, the
vice president,in an approach
typical of many of his actions,
talks tough: "I'm not about to
let any rumors interfere with
my right to select my own
friends. ... This is simply
what you might call peripheral gossip that comes out of the
lower echelons of the White
House staff, who really are
not informed on what is going
on." Courageous words, yes,
but is Agnew burning bridges
of aznbition behind him?

CAN YOU TIE THIS? — Rita Conway of the Neiman
Marcus store in Dallas Tex., holds a new polo tie with a
Pocket for tollway change, vitamins, or in this case, a
mini-ceiculator. Cravat sal* for $12.00.
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NEW YORK a-- A young
Methodist clergyman bitterly
denounced federal encroachment on Indian land and activity and angrily demanded
respect and protection for the
homeland of the American Indians.
His outbursts brought action. He was removed from
his post as a missionary to the
American Indians.
Did this occur at Wounded
Knee, S.D., in March, 1973?
No. It happened in 1626, after
the Rev. James Finlay had
spent two frustrating years
complaining about the fate of
the Indians in the far west.
It is unlikely that a missionary would be ousted or
transferred today for standing up for Indian rights, but he
might be equally frustrated in
his efforts.
Throughout the years since
1824 churchmen have been involved in a number of protest
movements, winning a few,
but losing most. Today in
Wounded Knee they are still
trying, but now they are running into as many roadblocks
thrown into their paths by Indians as by white men. The
truth is that many Indians
want to be masters of their
own destiny, spiritual as well
as material, without the help
of white missionaries who
-4 have befriended them.
The Pine Ridge Fteserva-

--

tion, on which tiny, isolated
Wounded Knee is situated,
was first brought under Christian influence by Roman
Catholics and •Episcopalians
in the 19th Century westward
surge. Until the 1960s, 50 per
cent of the 11,000 Oglala Sioux
on the reservation were Catholic and 40 per cent were
Episcopalian.
In 1966 other groups began
moving in — the Southern
Baptists, the Wesleyan Methodists, the Mormons and the
Pentecostals. They made a
few inroads into the strength
of the Catholics and Episcopalians .
Then another potentially
strong religious force arose in
the form of indigenous
churches — the Native American Church and the Body of
Christ Church. Both were organized by and for Indians.
The Rev. A. L. Davis, a
Baptist missionary to the Nista Sioux, reports that the
Christian missions in the area
now seem to be caught in the
cross fire between the American Indian Movement and
free-thinking independent Indians who follow the elected
tribal leadership.
It was the American Indian
Movement (AIM) that seized
the trading post and Catholic
church in Wounded Knee and
defied federal authorities who
circled them with guns arid
fortifications — a reversal of
the traditional situation of the
Old West in which the Indians
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Home of
Red Spot Paints
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Mayfield, Ky.
«oses Saturday at Noo
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Phone 753-2975
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FREE! FAST!! HOT! DELIVERY
To insure the hottest delivery in town, we use portable
ovens to insure you of a fresh and hot meal.
* Every Tuesday *

(Garlic Broad included)
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4. Practical. With Mr. Nixon
thinking so highly of Connally
(the President once said Connally was capable of filling
any job in the world — despite
the Texan's launching of the
dollar crisis while secretary
of the Treasury), Agnew's
confrontation with an historical "no-no" and the worry of
his great base of conservative
support over links to Sinatra,
are the doors to a GOP candidacy closed to the vice president?

SPAGHETTI
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usually encircled white men
in their stockades or covered
wagons.
Davis is convinced that the
future of churches on this reservation and others has been
put into jeopardy by the AIM
uprising. In fact, he said, one
of the Indians' goals is to run
the white man's church out of
Pine Ridge.
At least, that is one of their
demands.
However, Davis is convinced that the Indians' concern is mainly with the institutionalized, long-established
churches such as the Catholics and Episcopalians
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TFC
material. To put it another just like new, $40. Phone 753-4478 small-use Blue Lustre wall to Phone Paris,642.6551.
Al7NC wall. Rent electric shampooer $1.
way, they support mandatory or 753-9135, after 4 p.m.
promotion. Fifty-two per cent
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Kwik-Pik Market,Five Poiptoppose teacher strikes for fo- MATERNITY CLOTHES. Size 7- s.
A21C Custom Built Furniture 6 miles
cusing attention on "inade- 8-9. Also maternity patterns.
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Al7P EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492Phone 753-8034. .
quate" financial support.
etonomical, Blue Lustre carpet 8837.
TFC
While those polled support
equalization of education THREE YEAR old bay mare and cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
funds within and among all accessories included. Phone $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
A20C.Center.
states, 80 per cent said once a 7534455.
A21C JOHN'S REPAIR Service
basic program has been guar
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
anteed,local districts "should
CONCRETE STEPPING stones carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
be allowed to spend additional
and concrete splash blocks 753-7625 nights.
TFC
locally raised funds for prbMurray Lumber Company, 104
gram expansion to whatever
Al8C BULLDOZER WORK: trucking,
Maple Street.
extent they wish."
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Polls soch as this clearly
THREE BOSTON Terrier pup- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
show that the credibility gap
pies, full blooded, registered or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.ra. TFC
between the public and those
bloodlines. 6 weeks old. Wormed.,
granted a monopoly to "eduA 18C
Mane 7524170.
HOUSE' PAINTING-exterior,
cate- Its young gels ofkler att interior-city or farm. Quality
wave
cast
They
the time.
iv -I2'x60'. work,
HOME,
MOBILE
reasonable priced. C & J
doubts on the sincerity of
Phone 753-9929 after 3 111
Painting Contractors. Phone 437widely publicized efforts to
A21P
p.m.
May 4P
4712.
close the gap

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile

BEATLE BAILEY

igIUSTNATE
B-II Houghton

NANCY
OH, BOY, HERE
COMES MY
RICH UNCLE
WI L BUR

NANCY, I'LL
NEVER FORGET
YOU AS A
cTINY
BABY
11
1

1

YOU ALWAYS
USED TO lfAKE

I HAVE A NEW
RATTLE NOW

YOUR LI TLE
RATTLE
FOR ME

41aa•

111
LW ABNER
VLL-GASP!-PATTI-Cnew! IOYEARS
AGO A FAN
WITH YOUR
LAST DREAM, SENT ME THE
FIRST
OLOGOAT- 'CORPORAL
LEAVE ME

OWE
CLUE•

cRocK„

COMIC 500K-

DON'T- GIVE ME

(THAT'S IT-

•10KUMFr

LUCIFER YOKOM
QT

DOGPATCH ,- KA FF.fearl-E.
WHE
.
E E

YOKUMDOGPATICH!!

CARP
sional.
at r
es
Phone
10C
WILL
ha
75341
r
tank
7850.

your
servi
•
•
753-

, both!.
Retir.
MW

Sown
713-6

FUR
one
air •
pick

FUR
•'
p.m.

IL IT
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7-53-19-16Sell it With A Classified Ad

Call

Cal

753-1916

••••••

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR RENT

-Sales & ServiceDIXIE.'AND COMPRESSOR
CO.
753-30111 Day or Night
-All W,,rk Guaranteed--

mare, show
iaddle, good
onth old Irish
one Valerie
A23C

CARPET CLEANING - Professional. Commercial or residential
at reasonable prices. Free
estimate. Will furnish references.
Phone Handyman,753-5827. Ma"
10C

if extra good
tefrigerators,
and ranges
ears old and
and
over
iy Appliance
Al9C
10 weeks old.
Al9C

iling cabinet
20.00 for all.
A23C

.14'(V bow)
. Phone 489A23C-

at, beautiful
for $1850.00
must see.
May 21C
10'x56', 1964
y furnished.
conair
steps. Phone
A23C

ts at Stratton
H.P. Tiller.
ngine, power
H.P. riding
Briggs &
58.95. 7 H.P
rut, Briggs &
23.95. 7 H.P.
sit, Briggs &
ectric start,
Highway 68,
May2C

NOTICE

View

TWO BEDROOM trailer, electric
or oil heat, carpeted and air
conditioned. Water and storage
building furnished, $65.00 per
A19C
month. Phone 489-2513.

%IR (

:PHERDSte puppies
its and good
ormed and
1348,753-9390
Al9C

ILE; T.V.,
edit) console
ear old (TV.
125.00. Phone
Al9C

Another

SHOP FOR rent. Call or see
Jones Brothers, Hazel Highway,
753-7150.
A17C

NICE TWO bedroom mobile
home. Located 24: miles south of
Murray on 641. Phone 753-4645
A19C
after 4:00p.m.

Y. w U 1 Not Off -041400.num/
•MI buno•s fool. SyNkr.11*.M.

IT

ABOUT

mme SOMEE3ODY ALLOWS US

DUPLEX APARTMENT on CONGRESSMEN TO DECIPe SOMETHING."
North 8th. Newly decorated.
WANTED TO RENT
Three rooms and bath, large
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
WANT TO RENT, or buy, two kitchen, private entrance. Phone
AP
753-2719.
1.
June
by
house,
bedroom
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner,
Retired couple. Phone 753Al9P TWO BEDROOM apartment,i belch bathe, earPted, three large
7300.
couples preferred. 915 North 16th bedrooms, living room, den,
Amp kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
Phone 753-7276.
WANT TO RENT three bedroom
two baths, double garage with
unfurnished house near downstorage.room,:patio, central heat
Some experience working
furnished
BEDROOM
town area. Need by June 1. Mae ONE
and, air, nice lot. Shown by apwith people preferred. Up
paid,
utilities
partial
apartment,
or
Hinch, phone 753-3582 days,
pointment only. Phone 753-8742
to $3.50 per hour. Phone
conditioned,
air
5,
May
available
Al9C
753-5705 nights.
after 5:00 p.m.
753-1325.
no pets, married couples only.
Al9C
A23C
Call 753-9741.

4 People
Wanted

FOR RENT

, interior or
or hour. Free---.
7-4534 or 527April 24C

Our Large Sirloin
Dinner
Reg. '269 $ 1 89
Each Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
(SMALL SIRLOIN SPECIAL still on, $1.59 each
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday)

Triangle Inn

COUNTER WAITRESS Wanted.
Must be courteous, neat and
clean. Fast food service exBY OWNER: Apt.
perience preferred, but not
house, 5 apts., comnecessary. Hours 11:00 a.m.-5:00
1$200.00 REWARD for information
AUCTION SALE
furnished.
FREE BOOT give away, every
pletely
p.m. daily. Phone Burger Chef
I Happy Birthday
Leading to the arrest and conFriday women's, men's, boy's
Permanent • tenants.
Al9C AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
753-7199 after 9:00 a.m.
viction of person or persons
or girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe
Very high income on
DADDY I!
in the break-in at
involved
of
west
mile
V2
a.m.,
10:00
21,
Shoe
and
Store
& Western
investments. Also four
Lon,
WANTED BLACK or white lady Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94. Have Repair. Corner of Sycamore &
Wallace's Book Store, Monday
bedroom brick house
to stay with invalid lady, every moved a large house of furniture
night, April 9. Contact Fred
Brad & Scott
A27NC
4th.
with carport, wall to
other weekend, in country. Must and antique items from Fulton,
Masters, phone 753-7334. Inwall carpet and drapes.
have own transportation. Phone Kentucky, and will sell at aucformation will be kept . conPhone 753-1257.
A17C tion.
A19C
753-3506.
fidential.
Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
A few items are-bedroom
helper
NO SALE, Friday, April 27. Fish
Sale. weonesciay only
ate, living room suite, odd
['WO BEDROOM masonary BODY MECHANIC'S
Fry Day at the Paris Livestock
10 percent 011 alt Returned
house, carpeted. On one acre of wanted. Apply at R & R Body chairs, and rockers of all kinds,
Goods
Commission Company.
AMC
land. Located 1,,2 block north of Shop, behind Trenholm's. A20C dinette set, nice coffee and end
Open fill 7 00 P M
tables, small cedar chest,
121 bypass on North 16th Street.
apartment size electric range
House completely furnished,
PM SALE
AUTOS.
and refrigerator, washer-dryer
everything in good condition.
PART & FULL TIME
combination,old icebox,like new
Good investment for the future.
HELP
COUNTER
DAY
hardA17C
color TV., stereo and record FORD 1969 LTD, two door
Phone 753-0960.
NEEDED
power
steering,
top,
power
player, lots of picture frames,
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
good glass and china, lots of hand brakes, factory air and factory
Must be neat, clean and
boxes. tape player. Phone 474-2789, or
grab
and
Sharpe Street, beside park,
tools
dependable. Apply in
A17P
near schools, shopping center,
Wheelbarrow and good push 474-2257.
person from 2-5 p.m.
mower, old walnut press, double
university. Phone 606) 549Contact Mr. Larry BarYou'll want to be in harmony with
May8C 0 nes-Mgr. at Burger Chef,•barrell muzzle loading shotgun, CAMARO, 1967-327 four speed.
2494.
the season, so come where spring
p.m.
6:00
after
753-2264
Phone
pin for 9nun pistol, old telephone,
has made its debut. to Kings
A20C
TWO LARGE water front lots in 0 1304 West Main.
many more good antiques items.
Den. .for all the bloom of the nicest
$4500.00
Subdivision.
Blood River
Too many good items to list
looking outfits any season has had to
CHEVROLET, IMPALA, 1963,
for both. Phone 436-2427 or after
spearetely,
offer in a long long time
MayllP
speed.
four
327
hardtop,
door
two
6:00 p.m. 753-8997.
EXPERIENCED CLEAN up For information phone Chester
Al7P
person to & Miller Auction Service, Lynn Phone 753-5251.
BY OWNER; House, 1318 Poplar, man wanted. Apply in
ask for Grove, Ky. Otto Chester auc- wityii
Inc.,
Cars,
Use
Oakley
Compare Our Prices
dinroom,
GT 1967, in excellent
three bedrooms, living
Benton tioneer, Dan Miller apprentice
condition. Phone 753-0960. A17C
ing room, kitchen, utility room, Billy Oakley. On old
A18P auctioneer. (P.S. I am now
fireplace, garage, nice lot, all Murray Road.
licensed and bonded to do sales in
dishincluding
appliances,
1971 GRAND Prix, S.J., 27,000
operator.
BACKHOE
the state of Tennessee. Would
WANTED
washer, refrigerator, stove,
miles. Factory air, power winthe
age
along
of
years
25
least
friends
at
be
Must
appreciate
washer and dryer. Phone 753dows, steering and brakes., tilt
753line
phone
Kentucky -Tennessee
A20C Rex Camp Ditching,
0871.
wheels, AM-FM stereo, vinyl
1933.
calling me for the sale date of
"The Store for Men"
roof. Pontiac mags. $3350.00
A23C
Sell
To
to
Pays
"It
choice.
their
BY OWNER; Three bedroom.
Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. A18C
The Chester Miller Way." A19C
brick house, air conditioned,
Southside Shopping Center
carpeted, built-in appliances, •
1967 VOLKSWAGON station
MANAGEMENT &
engine. Bethel
ceramic bath, utility room,•
rebuilt
wagon,
•
WANT TO BUY
carport and patio, 1610 Kirkwood •
Church Road, 1st house on left
MANAGEMENT
•
A19P
only.
By
appointment
Drive.
past graveyard. Box 414.
If You
WILL BUY or trade old guns,
Phone 753-5782 after 5:00 p.m.
TRAINEES
XL,
1964-500
used guns, or new guns. Will May
buyrFORD GALAXIE
Al8C
four door hardtop with bucket
laying hens. Phone 753-6940.
•
and
*
openings
Please Phone
i
TWO OR three bedroom home. • Immediate
seats and console. Power
16C
•
neat,
be
Must
air
available.
and
brakes
new
floors,
power
New
steering,
All new inside.
•
Your
• clean, enthusiastic,
ceilings, new paneling, new •
WANT TO BUY 5 speed girl's conditioning Extra good tires
* on Softball Jerseys *
carpets, wall to wall. New • energetic and be capable to
bicycle in good condition. Phone and battery. Phone 753-4436-8:30
•
*at
responsibilities.
assuming
•
wiring
A18C
electrical
new
linoleums,
A17C a.m.-5:00p.m.
753-1626 after 5:00 p.m.
I
ranging
salary
Attractive
al
and wall heaters, new water •
week
from $110 to $150 per
pipes, many closets, new •
WANT TO BUY used air con- SUBARU, 1971. Low mileage.
•
If No Results:
bathroom fixtures, new kitchen ▪ and other benefits offered.
ditioner, 18,000 BTU or larger. One owner. Good economy car.
in
Dailey
Mr.
Contact
Phone
Excellent condition. $1200.00.
cabinets, new patio, new oversize
Phone 436-5417 after 6:00
A19C
garage with new electric • person or send resume to
Al7P Phone 753-8124.
p.m.
overhead door. 1613 West Main • Burger Chef, 1304 West
INEEMEREIREW
ANTIQUE 1938 Chevrolet pickup,
▪ Main.
Street. 753-9288. Come and see •
Before 5:00 p.m.,
WANT TO BUY used Dodge Dart
753Phone
condition.
•
good
BANKAMERICARD this beautiful home. You will be
in good condition. Phone 753-8677
A23C
Then
(1374.
pleasantly surprised. Price
after 6:00p.m.
AMC
A19P
$17,900.00.
p.m. and
5:30
After
FIREBTFtD 1089, air and power
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS for
MUSIC
with
Blue
and
steering.
brakes and
afternoon shift. Must be neat
Until 6:30 p.m.
fast. Approximately 35 hours per PIANO TUNING and Repair. white interior. Four new tires.
MSU Library)
Al9P
HELP WANYED
week. Good working conditions. Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered Phone 753-5367.
214 No. 15th Street /
No phone calls. Apply Colonial craftsman Piano Technician
1965. In good,
A17C Guild,
DENTAL ASSISTANT wanted. House Smorgasbord.
TFC FORD GALAXIE,
condition. One owner. $700.00.
Give qualifications and three
The Men's Store Outlet
Can be seen at 1500 Johnson
references.- Write P.O. Box 32- WANT A second income' For
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
A23C
MI Coldwater Road
Blvd.
A17C opportunity to work part time, set PIANO
F,Murray, Ky.
RepairTUNINGown hours, have financial rebuilding? Prompt expert ser____,Pre-Easter Sale
TWO BEDROOM house on one
NATIONAL security. Phone 753-1470. May I IC vice. 15 years experience Rebuilt
acre of land, four miles south of
over entire store..
company, largest in its field, due
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
New Concord. Phone 436RUNNER
1971
ROAD
* ELECT *
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753A23P to promotions has immediate
CARD OF THANKS
2185.
Automatic, ralley wheels,
TFC
opening. $12,000 first year
8911.
bucket seats
BY OWNER: three bedroom potential. Group insurance,
eounty Court Clerk
further
we
may
this
In
manner
PEST CONTROL
753-5260 or 753-3511
brick house at 1717 Keeneland company paid retirement,
Clerk's Office open on Sat.
to
gratitude
and
love
our
express
career
A
furnished.
car
company
comDrive with den-kitchen,
and the noon hour.
opportunity. Must be 21 years of each of you for all the many acts
bination, with allentailax.ftz.Pilrowsrn
of kirOsiess extended us during FOR THE best ...47_pest septrol :WICK -11"-wL7RA, 1992,_Juil
Call
settled.
and
married
age,
dishwasher
refrigerator,
eluding
1307 0,'bey Murray. Kv
service and termite control call power, air, stereo tape, radial
our loved one,
of
loss
the
in
442-8251
Exterminating,
Orkin
central
and garbage disposal),
and In Christian love, the family of Superior Exterminating Com- tires, extra clean. Phone 753heat and air and garage. Call 753- 'Paducah between .8:00 a.m.
May 3C 5532.
Al9C
Carlton Taylor
ITC pany, 753-7266
A17C
A I9C 5 00p.m for interview.
5625.
-

TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
FURNISHED APARTMENT, apartment, wall to wall carone bedroom. Electric heat and peting, good location. No lease
air conditioning. Water, trash required. $120.00 per month.
April 26C
pick up and cablevision fur- Phone 753-4331.
nished. No pets please. Phone
Al9C FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
753-8611 or 753-9537.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY and shower and bath. One or two
university. bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartapartment, near
ments, South 16th Street, 753Phone 753-8452 after 5:00
May9C
Al9C 6609.
p.m.

l'ErsED

NOTICE

NOTICE

New
Sirloin Special

HOUSE
TRAILERS, two.
Located on Blood River Lake
WILL DO trash and brush water front lots. Phone 436-2427
Aire
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone after 7:00p.m.
TFC
753-6130.
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
FREE ESTIMATE on spectie air conditioned, color TV., water
and gas furnished. Available
tank installation. Phone 753TFC April 23. Deposit required. Phone
7850.
A23C
753-7358.

SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but
your air conditioner will, if not
serviced properly. Call Morris
Refrigeration Sales & Service,
May2C
753-7205.

NOTICE

Phone 753-4953

R SALE

•
COOILIMILIM.MLMOMIRIILII0

E and Pes10
114, 100 South,
Y day youi
their
TFC

King's Den

ome

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP
your

on
epair needs,
delivery.
the field.
hanic. Free
223. A23C

I Formal Wear Headquarters
No Waiting
I

ISHING &
ure 6 miles
Hwy. 641
(502) 492TFC

Service. ,
•oofing and
5897 days or
TFC
trucking,
ll dirt and
n,. 354-8138,
TFC
_
1-exterior,
m. Quality
cad. C & J
Phone 437.
May 4P

*
*

OVER 600 IN STOCK

Tuxedo Rental

additionslential or
r old. Free
23.
TFC

H Service.
TFC

SPECIAL!
Miss Your Paper .Team Imprinting:

by gifr

Paper Carrier
First
: WALLACE *
:
*
* Book Store
**************r
753-1916

THE GODFATHER
NEVER MET

.THE
.cQrLEGESHOP
(Across from
Phone 753-3242

Embassy Apts.
Is Now

RENTING
for May & June
Available will be 2
bedroom apartments.
.fuLnished or
. unfurnished.

not 7534331

Team Prices *
*

753-7278

BUFORD PUSSER
"WALKING
TALL"
OREEMIIMIEMIZ

DOT PHILLIPS
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Nixon Wins House ApprovarOf
Measure Continuing Controls

AP Survey Shows Most Prices
Still Up In Nation's Markets

WASHINGTON(AP)- Pres- "very quickly," the sources last day of Phase 2, and for an
were Baltimore, Kansas
extension of only 60 days.
cities
ident Nixon has won House ap- added.
low the ceiling levels.
By LOUISE COOK
The House outcome stung
City, Oklahoma City, Chicago,
continuing
legislation
of
proval
cities
more
in
down
MIS
Pork
George
Secretary
Treasury
Writer
Associated Press
Atlanta, Washington,
leaders there, who
Phoenix,
Democratic
and
authority,
price-control
his
item:
other
any
P. Shultz has come around to
The consumer hoping to find - five - than
New Orleans
Boston,
in vain for a comworked
Columbus,
had
he
say
sources
administration
the view that, in the present
post-boycott meat bargains is It was selling below the ceiling and Los Angeles.
promise. Republican ranks held
new
a
impose
to
it
use
may
cities.
nine
in
price
accontrols
climate,
disappointed,
economic
going to be
Veal cutlet frequently was
virtually intact, but many
freeze.
Supermarket managers said
must be tightened, the sources
cording to an Associated Press
managers
Store
unavailable.
Democrats voted with the ReMonday,
came
That report
said. In the past, Shultz has opsampling of lamb, beef and the price changes simply re- said veal supplies were very
publicans-97 on the proposal
to
293
passed,
House
the
after
demand
and
supply
flected
major
and
controls
several
posed
economic
in
pork prices
low with high selling prices
a ceiling at current levels.
for
essenNixon
giving
bill
a
concerned,
114,
is
pork
as
"As far
said that he wanted to see them
cities across the country.
of consumer delack
a
creating
have not heard the end
"We
extension
asked:
he
tially what
phased out.
The AP checked the prices of the price is coming down a mand.
of these issues," Chairman
powers
control
economic
on
his
it
of
of
more
there's
bit
little
on
cities
11
in
items
eight meat
The administration moved to Wright Patman, D-Tex., of the
for a year with minimum reHere is a partial city-by-city
April 2- the first business day hand," said Al Liefort, manlargely voluntary Phase 3 House Banking Committee, said
the
discretion.
his
on
strictions
of the week-long boycott and ager of Neb's Market in Phoe- breakdown
control system on Jan. 11. after the final vote.
sources
remained
administration
Sirloin
The
Baltimore:
Ariz.
nix,
Revenue
Internal
the day the
"When the consumer price insaid Nixon has been presented Many economists outside the
Jack Anderson, the meat buy- unchanged between April 2 and
Service began enforcing price
a
gave
this
said
is released in a few days, it
dex
administration
from
round
ranging
up;
went
recommendations
ceilings imposed by President er for a Big Bear supermarket 16; rib roast
a freeze, to tightening of the big psychological boost for will clearly indicate just how
Nixon. It rechecked the same in Columbus, Ohio, agreed, steak and pork chops were
present largely voluntary con- price increases. Organized la- wrong these actions were here
cuts at the same supermarkets adding that more hogs were down; and four items were not
at
were
items
Two
trols, to a free market system bor has said Nixon should tight- today."
being delivered to livestock available.
on April 16.
The Labor Department is
unwithout controls. The Presi- en controls now, adding that laThe survey showed that 40 markets. Anderson said com- the ceiling price; two were
bor unions will be forced to scheduled to release Friday its
round
come
should
four
was
decision
stores
and
dent's
other
available
with
petition
were
items - or 46 per cent
seek large wage settlements report on consumer prices durunchanged in price over the responsible for beef and lamb steak, pork chops, lamb chops
unless strong action is taken on ing March. It is expected to
two-week period; 21 - or about items selling below the ceiling and leg of lamb were below the
show another sharp increase in
the price front.
price.
ceiling
market.
in
his
in
decreased
25 per cent eco- the cost of living.
over
authority
Nixon's
items
Three
City:
one
were
checked
Oklahoma
The items
price; 17 - or about 29 per
nomic controls is due to expire
THE BEAT GOF-S ON -Canada's Prime Minister Pierre
cent - cost more; and 10 were pound each of: round steak, - round steak, pork chops and
April 30.
Trudeau plays the drums with a rock band "The Renasaince"
2
April
from
up
went
chopped
roast
chops,
pork
rib
cut
center
or
first
the
either
unavailable
Miss Billie Cash will present a
at Ottawa. His wife, Margaret, (top right)
session
jam
The final measure extending
a
during
lamb
and
steak
lamb
sirloin
rib
steak,
16;
to
sirloin
second survey date. Price cuts chuck,
piano concert in the Farrell his authority will be shaped in
beat of
unchanged; watches as the audience claps hands and stomps feet to the
were
ranged from a fraction of one chops, veal cutlet, leg of lamb chops
Recital Hall, located in the MSU conference with the Senate. But
the hand. The Prime kiinister was invited to join the band during
per cent to more than 30 per and standing rib roast. The chopped chuck went down; and
Fine Arts Center Friday at 8:15 that body also rejected congresby Ontario liberals in Ottawa.
given
reception
a
lamb
of
leg
and
cutlet
veal
cent for certain items on spep.m.
sional price ceilings when it apwere not available. Five items
cial sale.
Sponsored by the Murray proved the one-year extension,
- round steak, pork chops, sirThe survey also compared
State School of Fine Arts and so the conference cannot write
loin steak, lamb chops and rib
the April 16 prices with the
Music Department, Miss Cash them in.
ceiling
the
at
were
roast ceilings posted last week. It
Page
will paly the piano concerto in D
from
(Continued
The Senate bill provides for
price; veal cutlet and lamb
found 43 items - almost half K.466 by Morzart. She rent controls in metropolitan
Ronald Keith Redden, seven
Minor,
Temptress,
and
the
for
the
unavailable;
Music
Virgin,
of
were
"The
Supervisor
chops
ceiling
were selling at the
will be assisted by John areas when vacancies in low year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Pat
the
the
is
a
below
Woman"
Schools,
was
chuck
Real
Public
the
(Ohio)
chopped
Lorain
price; 39 items were selling be- and
Houston, who will play the and pectoral, cest housing fall Redden of Murray Route Three,
position he -held for some 15
low the ceiling; and 6 were un- subject for the Wednesday ceiling price.
orchestra reduction on below 5.5 per cent.
died this morning at 345 at the
original
luncheon at the United Campus
years, interrupted only by his
available.
Chicago. Chopped chuck,
the second piano.
home. His death followed an
levels
existing
at
freeze
A
War
Ministry.
World
during
service
Of the items below the ceillamb chops and rib roast were
and Miss Cash, was proposed in the House, but illness of three years.
begins to Navy
Houston
tempo
Both
social
The
for
Rena Hansen, consultant
ing, 41 per cent were between 6
unchanged in price; round
are piano students of Marie it lost, 263 to 139. The House
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